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EDITORIAL

Welcome to Specials Scries, the first issue of whi® is devoted to Sunday comic 
strips and conic strip collecting. A Mord about what Specials Scries rail be, 
is in order. Specials Series is a series of specials, specials 『hich can deal 
with -any topic or subject.~T choose or feel inclined to urite about. Thue, 
i-jhile this issue may be devoted to comic；strip collecting, future issues most 
probably will not. V/hy? For. one think. I!ve said about all 工 eg say
on cornic strips without repeating myself. Also, I have better things to do and 
simply dorJt have the time to squeeze everything in. However, if. interest war
rants and I can get enough worthwhile material together for a secend comic 
strip issue, then there mil be one. Otherwise, probably not.

I have been in comics fandom (inactive) for almost four years 2nd during that 
time have seen many, many fanzines and have my ovn definite ideas of 可hat a 
fanzine should .or should not be. Firsts it must serve a purpose. There are 
far too many fanzines around today, which run second-rate strips, hastily 
hacked out articles md lengthy letters - pages, "which are so boring丿 the/ put 
you to sleep. Not all of these are bad, however. Some may be entertaining 
and nice to read, but you could have gotten along just as well with them as 
without them. Th^r serve no real purpose cr fill a special need, 工t has been 
6 years since a fanzine devoted completely to comic strip collecting was 
published. The last faniine to be so oriented was Bill s. The Stripper：
a one-shot printed in 工96，， Since that time, there hasny been a single fan
zine devoted to comic strip collecting〉 though a few articles <bout strip 
.collecting have appeared here ?nd there over the years. So, iUs about time 
that another f.mzine devoted to co:」Wc strip collecting appeared. Cue, hope- 
fullythat would combine all the accomplishments and achievements of the 
past with those of tJie presents Thiw i? TThat I!ve-tried to do with this 
issu© of Spacials Seriew.

A few may wonder why thi^ issue w?.snpb printed in offset. Considering the 
quality of some fanzines which have used offset, perhaps it should have been. 
But, off set printing requires money, and as 尸 full-time college student, I 
simply couldn〔t afford it. Also, to print Specials Scries in offset 尸nd ye七 

a fairly half-dec ent price, I wuld have had to have ?. print run of at least
5。。© I re<L工y doubt if the demand would ever be that big. So far, T»ve 
placed two ads for Specials Scries. The first, in the Dailascon Buile~tin 
(circulation 5,。。。)奪鏡；Lo orders. The second, presefTbly placed in 至正“力- 

ist P^Ofi工es., has at this moment drevn only 8 orders. -A real disappo2r士es七, 

considering that CcrbQQnist PROfilew is supposedly a haven for comic strip
buffs. 0h? well, - that1 s why Spec— Series is not offset.

Speciak Series T-ri.ll carry no advertising in future issues, if there are any. 
For one thing, I don11 like ads. Since I!m taking my time [Torking on Specials 
Series, it could be one or two years before a second issue is published.
Thus, any ad placed in it vou工d be hopelec.s^ outdated. Then, too, cii^ce 
each issue of Speci3kseries 丁淑工 be different^ an ad for coi.iic strips gGld 
fall on deaf ears, say, if Specials Series #2 were to be about baseball and go 
to mainly baseball fans. So, no advertisingw

「Jhile TTm breaking, all sorts of fan traditions, I might as well break one 
mors, ' 'There Tdll be no letter^ page in SpeciabSeries. Since each issue of 
Specials Series will probably be on an unrelated subject^ the letters dis
cussing the previous issue would probably be meaningless to the readers of 
the current issue. It also takes 七in?e and effort to put together an interesting 



letters page, and 工〔d rather use the time for something else. Now, this Qoesn!t 
mean I don!t uant 七。hear from others. Ifn always glad to hear from others, raat 
they thought dbout' the. icsUe. It only mea^ that I wonit print any letters 工 

receive in a future issue.

Incidentally, this issue 。£ Spucia丄s Series has undergone quite a few changes 
over the uionths Uve been worlcing" on it.~Originally^ it was going to be 1/2 
article 3nd 1/2 Strip listings. At that ear工了 date, I had about 25 pages of 
articles and 25 newspapers which 工 planned to list (which would have taken up 
about. 15 pages.) HoTrever, I began 七。add more pages of i-Tritten material and 
Specials Series #1 began to grow, until it approached 5。pages. That w?e no 
problem since I could do 浸 5。 page issue just as easily as ? "0 page issue. But
then, I began 七。take a closer look at same of the newspapers I was planning to 
list and the longer I looked, the 工ess I liked what I s-.w. Since I was getting all 
of my newspapers free (from local libraries)〉工 had been looking at them in a 
different perspective. Ilan:/. ha.d high subscription rates and carried i poor selec
tion of comics, so the result 5rs that most of then were eliminated. The remain
ing 9 or 10 papers i：ere kept.

VJliile*on the subject 。工 ^trip listings, 11 d better mention a change that haw oc- 
curreo in one of the newspapehc. In bCollecting Sunday Comic Strips" article, 
I mention that Prince 'Valiant is carried 尸七 full page by the Asbury Pcm：: Sunday 
Press. False. Prince V^liarrb was carried at full page, but since August 23> 
丄97。, has been 1/2 page. The strip listings at the rear of this issue show the 
correct line- up of comic strips carried by the Asbury P?rk Sunday Press. The 
strip listingw are also the last things in this issue to be typed 尸nd are up-to- 
d^te as possible<

Future issues, or will there be any? This fanzine has the name of Specials 
Serims for one very good reason, namely that it is a series of specials. No two 
issues vd.ll be alike as 工 have been kicking around quite a few different ideas 
andplan to do a special around each idea. However, these plans may never be 
realised. It has taleen over a year of work just to prepare this newspaper issue, 
yet I can remember^ planning on having it ready w：?y back in November, 1969• In 
other Horos, I have a poor sense of time and dorJt know when IQ1 ever publish 
a second issue. Before I forget,工〔d like to apologize to all the people ph。 

ordered Specials Series back in March and who are still waiting. About all I cm 
say is tha『iG 品the delay. One nice thing about it though,工 got to 
go over this material several times, revising and rewriting it until I go七 it as 
perfect as 工 could. So if there zre any future issuec, they will probably be 
quite ? ijhi工e in coining.

For those vjho wish to live dangerously and maybe w?it a long 七ime> 七he ne:cb issue 
maybe ordered now for 75，. ITn not even sure uhat that special vri.ll be con
cerned viith. I^Jhichever of my projects is completed firsts I suppose. Of course, 
all this is pure speculation. It is h.nrd to say what the next issue iri.ll be 
about, if 工 even publish a second issue, at that. However, if end when* a second 
iswue published, it will be vzell advertised so just about everyone should knou 
about it. To be sefe, however, you can send a stamped-self addressed envelope to 
me and I!ll let you knoM when-the second issue is re^dy. 工ncident汽lly, if 回yone 
wants a second (or uhird) copy of this issue for trading purposes, I still have 
plenty left. Price- is 60, e「ch・ "'ell, that -bout it up JEolks.・.• .hope 
you enjoy this is^ue.

Richard Small



So you were thinking of collecting comic strips. Well, it was bound to 
happen sooner or later. At som：j □ tag6 in • the gajne every comic book fan sifd— 
daigly realizes that the daily and Qnday newspapers have whole pages devoted 
co serialized cornic adv ntures. Chances are good you1 vc been following a xun- 
ber' of strips regularly thru th- yuars. likely as net, right now, right 
L the middle of an unusually exciting adventure of your favorite strip, the 
Urge strikes you down in the prime of lif. You decide to collect it. Acd” 
of course, as the wc^ks pass, you arc going to discover if you. haven11 already, 
that the Urge persistent, and you will begin collectiu^ more and more strips 
the longer you keep with i匕.So, this article is meant Lo be a few general 
pages of patter and information which you may find useful in avoiding some of 
thfe pitfalls of collecting comic strips.

Having overcome the initial mental block against collecting the things, 
the first 'top ought to be to look over the-assortment of ne ded Equipms 泣・ 
Equipment is usually one of the following items， a pair of scissors, ,a knife, 
or a razorblade, in addition you need a re±ula:c dailjz-Suriday paper, and 
adequate space for storing both daily and S皿day strips. And if you do匸 

EL ：: that last requirement is important, youJvi. got a rude shock ah- ad of 
you. ”

For the most part, this article will be concerned with comine/.t：- dealir.g 
△th daily strips, because they are more nmnerous and provide the most prob- 
].m3. There is some difference of opinion orr how one should cut the daily 
3trips from the paper. 1'hLigs which should be considered who： you look ov.r 
the problem are;efficiciicy, speed, safety and cost of the methods you usw to 
solve ic<

T1 ve always found it coziveai^^it to wait until the faniJ y is thru maul— 
over the paper, then 工 fold the section which contaiiis the comics and lay 

it 点side soiri€?where.： . ：
me. The介，once every week, or every two w&eks as the mood strikes me, : dig 
out tne old papers, sort and pull 0yt the. comic pages,anci cut out the strips

… ..strips on a day to day basis is a tedious thin^, and eventu
ally your hobby will cease 匕。be a fun thing and.will dot^riorato into a 
wearisome chore. Collecting should be a thimg that gives you personal plea
sure, and you should be^i . to cultiva shortcuts and tiina savers right from 
the beginning.

一



The tirne ho-iored method of cutting daily strips has been to siprp工y clip 
with a pair of scissors. :cissors are available in almost every household 
aid a good pair can be bought 工门 almost every dime store or grocery store 
across the nation. If you decide 匕。use this method, b@ sure you get a sood 
pair. The little diniu-a-dozon clippers you were using in the first grade are 
fine ; for fir二七 graders. 1 ut if you want 匕o collect comic sbripe you will 
need a pair with a edge, a tight center bolt, and a little length to the 
blades. Your inmedia be family probably has several pair tucked away, usually 
neent for kitchen or sowing work, a little searching and persuasion cai: 
rodder up an old pair in excellent condition.

.Scissors are the time honored method, but there are some disadvantages to 
匕hem also. For one thing, if you!ve ever tried using scissors on newsprint 
paper, you know how hard it is 匕。 keep an even line. It requires close atten
tion to the job and a keen eye to keep the cut on a straight line without 
fra.vid edges shouiiig, up along the comic stripes margin. Likewise, working with 
scissors is. an agonizingly slow process. It can take hours of effort, and in 
the long rui / all this extra work isn11 worth the end product. Especially so, 
whev'"there aro easier uay〔、 of doing things.

工,myself, favor the knife method of cutting strips. This requires a 
knife, and a whetstone to keep the blade sharp. These are easily obtained, 
and you will develop dexterity in keeping the blade razor sharp with no diffi- 
culty. The best feature of this method is that it takes up so little tirae. A 
f. / quick slashes and jrou1 ve harvested a whole stack of strip：;. 工 cut fifteen 
3 crips from our local paper arid it takes me less than half an hour to do a 
w：*kis worth of papers.

A variation 。门 this idea is to substitute a razor blade, one “ith a 
safety edge along one sid「, of course. These razor blades arc made with model 
makers in•mind, and thwy are sold most everywhere. The advantage of this is 
th:;t ycru donJt have to worry about sharpening the blade. B.ut in the long 
runtlie cost of razor blades “ill Outweigh the initial - co6t of a pocket knife 
&_d a whets course, if someone in your iminedia be family happens to
shavo with the safety, edged -bl.acies, you will have no problems. A razor blade 
has lots of use lift in it after someone finds it unsuited for shaving pur- 
poc-二. It goes without saying that whdn.you use a knife or a razor blade, 
you place a piece of cardboard, or an，unwanted section of newspaper under 

•the comic strip secti。,、prtvjHt you making plashes in a good table or 
beiach.

There is yet ano ther way.to take the strips from the paper, but I don11 
recommend it to amateurs, 0r even to some of my worst'enemiesThere are 
peopl■: who can iiahdl^- it, and manage it wibh skill and speed. 〔 doW t happen 
tc La auong that select 二umber. For this you will heed a thin, but' sturdy

< of plastic or);ood, S bationary stores carry plastic rulers of the type： 
needed. Tt should be noted that the edge of this piece of plastic should be. 
onez thirty-seegnd to one eighth of an i.ich thick, yet the ruler* as a whole 
贝us 匕 be strong, enough not to bend much. Position the ruler with its. thin

二 as the 11 ie you want to cut. With one hand, steady the ruler and- hold 
lt firmly in plac< . Your other hand uill grab a corner of the newspaper 

「—p, and wLth a」upward and backward movement, you litei-ally tear the strip 
alethe udge of the ruler. This will produce a comic strip with a 



marvelous feathered edge. Strips cut in this manner are the most elegant to 
look at and to hqld, and likewiss Lhcy makw storage slightly easier, plus 
cutting down on wear along the borders. But as ； say, some can do it aid 
seme can11. If you wish to give it a try, I suggest that you experiment . 
first with old unwanted 丁「Fspapwrs, sc二Lag if you can t(-ar photos or ads or 
wha£ hnve you out neatly first,

T should mention here that there are two schools of thought on how to 
clip your comic strips. One group feels that comic strips should always be 
cut with ail adequate border of white papev surrounding the actual panels of 
art. Another group feels that 匕his white paper border is a space consigning 
waste of effort and so they cut the strip using the edge of th已 panels of 
art as the cutting line.

I happen to be among that group which feels an adequate paper 
border is not only useful, but is nearly essential. Th巳rd are several rea*-- 
sons for this. First and foremost, a white paper border is a buffer between 
the outside world and its forces of aging and wear, and the essential part, of 
the comic strip; the art panels. I f you collect old magazines, you will kno j 
what I mean. Old magazines which do not feature slick paper, invariably show 
a discolored look around the margins of each page. This is due to normal 
wear and .aging・ Co，？ic strips are ground from the sainc type of pulp newsprint 
that ncn-s]ick magazines are, and this paper oxidizes slowly but surely over 
the jrear^a At soiti indefinite point in the future, your comic strips arc， 
gein^ to crumble to dust. Before that time, they will b,corne britble a*id 
unusable. This final re suit is inevitable, but the time it takes to reach 
it is up to you. WLthout proper care, newsprint ;ill age arid deteriorate 
wjthin a few short months. With propap care it can last thru centuries of 
use. The. ri j ar gins around the art panels catch most of the wear you, yourself, 
make in handling the strips. • Likewise-, the canter portions of any stacked 
paper is t-ifilter, and keeps out sun, light夕 heat changes) etc., than 
the edges. If the edges are that white paper border, they will catch most 
of the aging, leaving the art panels almost untouched.

r
Then 匕。。夕 I am a perfectionist on comic strip size. Every collector 

should adopt a regulation standard size for each of his strips. Comic 
strips are printed i厂 a variety of different sizes, from the giant comics 
featured in the WASHINGTOM POST to th：: super miniatures, Peanuts being the 
be^t- exarnpl:. Sine〕 you will b。 collecting mainly from your local news
paper, it is only uis；: to accept your local n ；T/spaper size as the standard. 
When strips qoidc- i二 “hich are smaller than this accepted standard, there is 
little you can do about it. But when strips come in which are larger, and 
have white paper margins, you can whittle the margin and cut the 'strip dovm 
to 七he accepted si^e, providing, of course, tile art panels are not larger 
than your total standard size. Uniformity of size is an advantage in 
filing, storing and preserving your strips. Liky/iqa； it “ 
convenient and easier to read.

,'■ I
Iii cutting strips with margins, it is good to provide as much leeway 

as possible.

-7



Lre us suppose we have four comic 
strips A, B, C and D. We collect 
B aad C, but not A or D, Noting 
the, crude diagram over there, note 
I，he dotted lines represent the cuts 
you make. £he line between B & C 
allows about ao equal margin to 
■-oth strips, while the bottom mar
gin of C extends ou down to the 
top of the art panels of D and 
the top margin of B extends up bo 
the bottom of the art panels of 
A. Some nexzspapers have comic 
pages equipped with, divider lines 
printed on the paper to separate 
one strip from another. If your 
local paper has such an arrange
ment, considor yoursblf lucky, 
and use them whenever you cut the 
strips. Tf not,工 suggest this 
method here, getting the most mar
gin wherever you can.

Having clipped the strips from the paper, the next logical step is to 
put them in some sort of reasonable order. The generally accepted method is 
to stack your dailies one on top of the. other, in a neat and uniform pile. 
The oldest strip should be on the very bottom, face upward, with the newest 
one right on top of the stack. When you have collected a complete year, you 
begin with a new stack. Some individuals glue, their .trips in scrapbocks. 
T don11, - think highly of this idea for several reasons^ first, it take, up a 
lot of time, time which could be put to betcer use of other things. Next, 
the scrapbooks are bulky and .space consuining articles.. 'ou will find as time 
£oes on that space) will become a problem, and you'v/ill probably regrut placing 
th三 things in a 晶rapbook. Likewise, you may eventually tire of a fenj of 
your strips, and decide to trade them off. it1s almost impossible to trade 
strips in a scrapbook, mainly.because of the space factor, and also because 
very few serious collectors use scrapbooks. Then the possibilities of making 
a mistake are numorous and foreboding. If, for iastaiice, you miss a day and 
forget to leave a space there for the missing strip, your entire filing 
system has been wrecked and short of stealing the strips off the page and 
th8n reglueing them in proper order, nothing can be done to repair the damage. 
Glue is also a very messy material, and there is always that possibility that 
you111 plant your gummy fingers right over the face of some particularly 
valuable strip. There is some slight excuse for glueing Smday strips 。过 

sturdier paper, since the largey size of Sunday strips is a determining factor, 
but anyone who trust his daily strips to a scrapbook has only himself to 
blame for the result^* consequences.

< An astonishing number of people do not realize that all comic strips are 
nurnbered。 Lodk ovar a daily or iundsiy strip. Somey/herc, usually L; the last 
paxiel^ or near the artistes signature, are tv/o little ntmib.rs. Sometimes it1 s 
found in the upper left hand part of the first panel. The first of these 
numbers tells you the month, while the second tells the day of that month 。口 

v.rhich the strip appeared. Thus th & numbers 5-24 would mean the strip appeared 



in the fifth month, May, on the twenty-fourth day. You use bhess numbers 七。 

keep your collection in chronological order, -si have said, the accepted 
method is to h^ve the older strips on the bottom of the stack, the newest 
ones on top. This method protects the faces of the older strips from excess 
wear and年齿白.

.：・> what happens when you miss a day? This, can happen. Tn fact, this 
sad event is likely to occur all too often, and even the most careful collec
tor ha.： to face the problem. This is where two more pieces of Equipmc. it conic 
in handy, namely, a small calendar and a pocket notebook. ；The notebook should 
be a smaJI ona with spiral or binding in the top. The paper inside should be 
lined. The calendar you will need should be a 3mall affair. Those little 
calendars your insurance company gives out ”1 year round, printed on small 
pieces of cardboard, are ideal. Some of these types come with several years 
printed on the same card. If this is the case, so much the better. Get 
several of these if you can, since you will undoubtedly misplace or lose one 
sometime during the year.

Now ue will suppose you arc going to cover Little Abner. You are look
ing for missing days, and let1 s assmne the last day youive clipped aad filled 
was 10-28, Gctober 23th. First !<ritG down the date -of the first strip for 
tha year, and draw a line under it. This tells you that it is the first one 
from the year you have, and that any items before that date arc .leeded, 
VJs111 assume for convenience.sake that you begin collecti匚匕 on the first day 
of the year, 1-1, him： that you are checking over 1363• Now look thru your 
.strips in chronological order, checking the nwnbered date： . When you come 
to a gap丿 let1s say, 1-15 and the next strip is 1-17, look over your calen
dar. If the missing day, 1-1:, happens to fall on a Sunday, you have no 
worries and can continue on. If, however, the calendar shows that ] -16 came 
on some other day than Sunday, then write the number date 1-16 down on a line 
in your notebook. Go thru the entire year in this mangier. It1 s a good idea 
to put each -.loath1 s missing dates on a separate 1 ine.

ihis way, whenever you go to make up 
the missi.xg elates； each month1.s miss
ing numbers uill stagd out sharp and 
clear, saving you a little time.
TThen you come to the most current 
strip, which L】this case is 10-2S, 
write it down too, and draw a line 
under it. This slows that 10-2G is 
the last strip you have filed and in
dexed. When you go to index the 
strips next tims, you will know to be- 
gin with 10-2S instead of having to 
plow thru the whole stack again. In- 
cideutally, this example here contains 
the 「umbers i inyself qcod for !
Abner3 and T could use these numbers 
if you happen to have them in dupli
cate

j1 he beside some numbers means
you have the strip but need a 
better copy.



storing the things is yet another problem, a word of vzarning from one 
who has learned it the hard way; don It store your str ip 3 out in the- opoh air. 
As T have mentioned, newspaper stock can become yellowed a/id br丄匕匕Ie ip as 
astonishingly short tim. If you leave yoiir collection out in the open air, 
you are asking for trouble.

If you have the space, about the best method 工ever heard of is to 
file your collection i* drawers. Chis requires you appropriating an wiused 
drawer in a bureau or cabinet somewhere. Then you should cut and fit together 
a series of cardboard partitions,二ot unlike the separators used to keep glass 
jars apart in the packing case】。…ly larger. Make the space inside each parti
tion a litble larger than the size of a comic strip, leaving about one finger1s 
width on both horizontal and vertical sides. This is done so that you can take 
the strips out of the partition with ease, otherwise you,ll have to tear your 
own set of separators apart just to get ac your collectioi • O ie year1 s worth 
of each strip is fitted down into these boxes. Some people feel added protec
tion is given by placing a piece of old newspaper out the same size as the 
strip over the top, to protect the face of the uppermost strip.

Filing cabinets, boxes and chests work almost as well as drawers. If you 
absolutely can! t find the space cls.ewher<,, and must keep the strips in the 
opea air, T suggest that you place them inside a bookcase or the like, where 
they will at lea3t have some protection. You should never staple your strips 
between cardboard covers, as some Burroughs collectors are prone t。 do with 
daily Tarzan. To me, this is senseless rmtulation of good conic strips, with the 
no added dividend i 门 protection. The sane troub3.es I mentioned a Lout the scrap
book idea can apply here also. If you want comic strips bound; go to the local 
bookbinding shop and discuss the problem with them.. They may want to apply some 
lig.ht paste to attach the strips to a firm backing before giving them really 
adequate and profossiona? covering. Amateur work invites trouble.

〔0 filing Sunday strips. .二aiu, a margin, iq especially importa.it.
should also remember- that Sunday strips come in three sizes. There are the 
regular two line strips, the three liters (and sometimes four and five liners, 
but Oiily with Dick Tracy, Dlondie, Terry and the Pirates and \itt工e Orphan 
Annie), 3d the ^o-ca3.1ed lib bls full page size, or tabloid. There are 口。such 
things as full page strips anymore. Prince Valiant is the pnjj； full page strip 
being published in the United States today. Chose other 「full page； it6ms ar„ 
tabloid size, the size of the weekly comic sections you can find in most drug 
stores.

Remember when collecting, Sunday strips thab you want the most complete 
■ trip available. This indans,ideally, the three line jobs. Three line strips 
contain every sing工《par；el and word the artist created for that particular 
C'Ucday. The standard two liners elirni.'iate the top 工and although this 
suldok affects the story content noticeably, perfectionista will, of course, 
'•art the othej 工i」£・ 「abloid size is almost am ^ood as the thr 汜 line, they 
leave out only 0。tiny panel.工七 should be noted hers that the half-page or 
tabloid page size of Pri：ice Valiant co'itai'is exactly the same number of 
par ~ as the full page, '."he size of th, strip has me rely been photo reduced t 
T have never boon able to understa： .<1 why the other Sunday strips were ncn pnot。 
r?dhced and offered in the full three lines also, but almost no American news- 
paper does this.

troub3.es
importa.it


Filing the Sunday： papers can be a proble%. There are about as iM」iy 
different ways of doing it as there are collectors. One fan hangs the 

'whole Sunday sections oc coat hangers and files Li an unused closet, while 
ano ther person collects strips with titles he needs on both sides of th? 
paper. T have always felt that a 【linday strip collector should obtain a 
separate copy of each title ho collects. The filing of items 。：i both sides 
of a sheet can become unbcJ.ievabljr complex. Saving entire conic sections is 
a space ccnsuming proposition. I, .;nyself5 cut only the titles that I need 
and save, and placo - ach tit], in a manila folder# Of course, the strips are 
larger than the standard size ria/iila folder aid overlap the ed^cs, but al〕 

Um trying to do is keep 与丫 Pri.ice Valiants fror,i mixing in qith ir)y Little 
■bners mid those fro』 the Terry1 s and so on. I place a year1 s worth each 
folder^ aid stack the folders flat, one on top of the other, '「he whole stack 
i keep “ a filing cabinet, still flat.工t〔s not the-, world13 best system, 
but it keeps things - neatly in ordez. You nay vrant 匕o experiment arowid and 
discover a method thaK suits your own storage situation best.

One should always bo 。口 the lookout for special Sunday strips. The
weekly tabloid comic pages .which you can buy i」most any drug mtore often
feature • ：uch special arrajigenents. Who口 the last NYCity ii.ewspapex, strike
was over, all of the comic strip artists put out special sections with their
respective characters offering congratulations. Special comic Christmas 
greetL电3 from the various characberj arc not unusual either. A few months 
a^.o, Dick Tracy and Jr. wejt out with a special three line adventure to 
interest young people in newspaper careers. Ultra-completists will want to 
keep such things. They add depth to your collectibm, but otheniise, they ar. 
lot particularly essentials

Now the三,let!s go back to the problem of missing strips. These are a 
thorf i」the side of all completists. There are Goveral ways o:ie can avoid 
the. problem, fter the deadly deed is done, you will have to search out a 
replacemarb paper from somewhere. Kost everyone has an aunt, an uncle； grand- 
parentsj, cousins or the like who live in the country， and/or keep th.-ir old 
ne^jspapers for several months before burning them. It1 s a good idea to pay 
regular visits to- such people, and browse thru these old stacks. You will not 
puly b= able to fill in ma-iy missieg dales, but you will acqt^iro valuable dup
licates, about which wg〔11 discuss later.

too, school and coinniwiity paper drives are a bart.aiii basement.
：「ou should always ba an enthusiastic and willing worker wlieu it comes bo paper 
drives. The chances are you ca丄 got ..what you ioed for free. If not, offer to 
pa;, nore tha. the paper is worth at the repulping plant if you can sort thru 
the stack and pull the thrigs you need, the total cost of this should be 
about a quarter, certainly no more 七han fifty caits.

Likewise, the Salvation Army has old newspapers. They soil them in 
bundles for more thaa you could gw 匕 sell in；； the mane bwidle1-' to a paper rc~ 

' pulping' plant. The thing to do here is to offer to pay clou bl / or even 
triple 七ha weight value of the : iatc：rial you. want, providing you are allowed
to prowl thru the ,papers and take uhat you wazit. You might 
that you ar也 a, conic strip colJ.cctor who is interested only 
(few other people are). .''he total cos七 will be very small, 
cost value, and it is often possible if. you are successful, 
rare finds, papers from many years gone by.

explain La detail 
Ln the comic pages 
even at triple 
to strmible across



Some people like to try the paper repulpin^ plants. However, the：＜ 
places arc more interested in getting the .wspr”t under ths crindeL, than 
satisfying collectors, so do-11 expect much there. Mother rood bet, if you 
want to spaad -oney, is to 七ry the local newspaper. Ainost all. xicwspapers 
Tecp a tremendous stock 0f -:)ack issue ；. If your local newspaper is unaware 
of it, try the firm the匕 prints the paper. Sometimes the front office doesn1t 
know all the aspects of the back one. -But the price is going to 3e high. In 
ashville any papers over one year old cost a dollar a copy. Past 1955, the 

pricG increases another dollar for each year further back. This is ridiculous. 
By explaining that you want only the comic strips you ca.A probabljr dicker 弋13 
匕ock the price down considerably, sicce very few people buy old papers. If 
th。 paper company doesn't sell the stuff to you or somebody else, they111 have 
to use it for repulpin^, at almost no prefi t.

2ut the baw七 tiling to do is, when ?二〕.other methods fail, 
easier ways, nanedy, thru a dealer or thru a fellow collector.

to resort to 
Collectors

should always keep duplicate materia] for just such occasions. You can trade 
scpie of your duplicates off to a collector for some of his and both of you will 
have Pilled in [aps in your collection. vou can, of course, work t，hr” a dealer. 
But collectors are warned to view all dealers as first cousins to Simon 工田工己％ 

a-id not to turn to them except as a. dire last report.

；ett6r than this is not to miss any strips. And the way to accomplish 
this happy ideal, is to insure yourself of many duplicate copies, primarily L 
the method I mentioned last issue in Notes. Many towns have small colleges^ 
branch libraries and other schools which subscribe to a nwnber of- newspapers, 
but t have the place to store them, Ask around at thase places. If indeed 
七hey 七hrou Lhe papers ”阳力 explai.H that 'you collect comic strips, and a』±'2 
the librarian will save the old papers for you 1mti1 七he end of each week. You 
can stop in and pick up the T：hole bn nd].: . If' th〔 library people have :?.o objec
tions, you can sort the papers .'ight on the spot, pulling out the conic pages, 
and discarding the r〔/a七Niig paper at some convenient garbage can outside., 
This will not 0nly nrOvicle you with enough duplicate copies of strips you col
lect to i. sure you nev、r having a gap, but it uill a] so offer brand ney st二ipc 
to you which 了our local cfuspapeT does not carry. You may wan七 to collect many 
of there, and you113. b二 retting the/r. for FREE.

Col" ctors should always keep duplicates of everything they save. Dnoli- 
cates should also be Ncpt in good order. This is cssGatia〕 unless you 
your whole system to fall into wiiiianageable disrepair. At first : ost fans 、〉＞• 

gin by keeping an unlimited nuiiiber of duplicates of everything they collect. 
But the time comes whan space problems become apparent, a」d the fan realizes 
that， he trust diaw a lino somewhere. 工,mysel.f, keep four duplicate cdpie? of 
the dailies} and am unlimited number of duplicate Sunday strips. This is be
cause 3mlday strips are rarer in th。long run than dailies. A pcrso.i can fol- 
lou the story pretty well by just reading the Sunday editions, whereas ib 
requires a vast immber of daily strips to keep up with the play of events. 
Certain 」pociar scrips arc worth more to me than others, and so I keep ①展 iui- 
lirut supply of these also.

?he first set of duplicates should be the most complete, the second the
next mosL complete and so on down the line, 
index their duplicates and fil] in the gaps 
collectio＞u To me this is a waste of time 
are kaepin 二duplicates is to trade them off

Some people make it a point to 
just as they do their regular 
and effort. The main reason you 
eventually for materia工 you want 



or need, so why bother? If you happen to come across some free newspapers 
while filling in the gaps of your main collection7 and can fill in a few gaps • 
in your duplicate setb, well and good; otherwise, I wouldn1r bother,

Hext comes the problem of what, exactly, to collect. Of course you know 
pretty much what you want, probably most of.these are appearing in.your news
paper already. But there are certain other strips which you may begin to desire, 
which are not1 found in your local paper. And 七o get these you are goi稣 to hav， 
to arrange a trade with some other collector. By the same token, there are many 
very good strips rtmuiilg in you paper which you probably have no use for. By 
saving- these on a regular basis beginning right now, you accumulate a good set 
of.trading material which will get you other strips ycu do want. Then, too, as 
the Urge progresses, you will find your horizons will broaden out. Strips you 
wouldn't look twice at last year suddenly become your personal favorites< And 
if you have been saving that strip all along you will have a valuable and 
interesting addition to your regular collection. Many a fan who saved a, strip 
to trade it away found himself so involved with it that he kept it as a regu
lar item.

I classify strips according to story quality and artwork. Triple A strips 
are those which just about everybody 、jants a」d tries to collect. This includes 
such items as Prince Valiant (generally conceded to be the most artistically 
perfect comic strip available)； Tarzan, Mandrake, Flash Gordon, Brick Bradford, 
Alley Oop (daily, the .Sunday is a very inferior strip), Rip Kirby and Superman* 
Superman these days reprints stories taken from the comic books, yet it still 
remains a favorite with many people.

Double A strips are those which appeal to many people, but not as many as 
'Triple A type. Included in this batch would be such items as Dan Flagg, Rick 
01 Shay, Terry and the Pirates, Gordo, Little Abner, Peanuts, Pogo, BC, Secret 
Agent Corrigan and others.

After this comes your own personal favorites.

If you are a forward looking young collector^ you might 'decide to clip 
every strip from your newspaper, excepE for some of the humorous ones, lik。 

【aiicy, which nobody seems to want. This is a good policy, since almost every 
strip is collected by somebody, sometime. But as always, space is likely to 
be a deteraininc factor,如d sc it might be well to restrict yourself t。 cer- 
tain sure Minaers. The fact that you may not care about a certain strip should 
not stop you from collecting it. Save these strips, thr.y will pay you divi
dends in the future.

In general, strips with a continued stcry line are the most popular. 
All science fiction strips should be collected regardless of their type or 
quality. They are winners each and all. Historic adventure, and hi^h adven- 
ture featuring service men or daring reporters, such as Terry(arid the Pirates, 
Steve Canyon, Steve Roper and the like are usually good bets also. Ml true 
detective strips are also winners. Almost every cornic strip character battles 
criminals sometime•or the other, the true detective strip deals with a police 
officer or private detective. Diclc Tracy and Kerry Drake are rather well 
distributed, but 3；olf and other< of the sarne type should be clipped..
Feminine strips are a problem, and there is no set rule 0n them. I collect 
Brenda Starr and Apt. 3-C while various other fans collect various other 
feminine strips. Eut the problem will be finding someone to take them off your

一1lu.



hands if you, yourself, have no real interest in the character. The pedestria.， 
neo-adventure feminine characters such as Nary Worth are straight losers. DorJt 
waste your time with then. Westerns are yet another emiga. There are so feu 
westerns these days that it might be a good idea to save everyone you come across, 
.'here is a small but determi/ied group of collectors who are interested in them, 
Ryself included. Certain off-trails humor and satire strips are always good, in- 
sludud arnonR 匕him group are Gord。, Little Abner; EC, Peanuts, Pogo and various 
others. Whenever a new strip suddenly pops up in your paper, begin cutting it. 
Clip it for at least the first two weeks, and preferably for a month or two.. 
Chances are chat this new strip, whatever type it rnay be, is brand new, and by 
clipping the strip immediately^ you have obtained the first vreeks of it。 ThEte 
«il工 Eiake good trade items to other collectors who begin at a later data.

A certain amount of saving for trade purposes must be done by pure guess
work . Jobody can say for sure that any, save the Triple A strips, are going 
to mak. good trade items. Some of these that ITve already mentioned probably 
would make fine trade bait, but there〔s always the possibility that you may have? 
to wait years before trading them off. There are certain strips you simply have 
to play by ear. I get hunches to collect certain things now and again, and so 
far TTve been luck/, I1ve always guessed correctly. But it is a tricky businG、s 
and your own jud?enent is your best guide.

OK, now how do you get rid of the duplicates and track： items. The best 
way is to get in contact with a few other collectors, or you can work thru a 
collecting house1 , A "Houseli is made up of an individual who has v.rid^ and 
varied comic strip wants, and who is willing to act as middle man for other fails 
in order to get wliat he wants. His files are usually expansive or else he has 
access to a wide number of current strips. The McGeehans have been operating 
aj a comic.strip •house for some months now, and recently I1ve keen in much 
the same, situation. If you do not know any other collectors, the be:.t bet is 
to contact such a person and let him take care of the： ground work for you. In 
addition to listing what you want to ^et rid of and what you have in incomplete 
duplicate, you shoAilo. also ] 1st the other strips in your paper available for 
trade, the ones you don1 c want, in 0th .h word：、. Usually tome sort of ：；atis- 
factory trade arrangement ca「 be made.

A few more things you might be interested in. Comic strips sometimes find 
themselves reprinted in hard or paperback books. There arc dozens loose in 
your local bookstore. Thero are three hardback Pogo bcoks, plus numerous paper
back ones. Peanuts has been milking this market for years, as has De.ijis the 
renace. Hal Foster1s Prince Valiant and The Medieval Castle have all seen hard- 
back publication in the past, as with Caniff!s Miss Lace, under the titl ■ of 
MALE CALL. There nave been several Al Capp books, with the first really effec
tive hardcover- collection of Little Abner t。come out in February of 1964, appear
ing simultaneously in hard and paper covers. If you are interested in working 
up a good collection of older strips without having to trade or accunulate older, 
strips, these ar<. good bets. Tha best thing, to do is to check with your local 
store and see what he has on hand or can order for you.

Coiiiic strip collecting should be an inexpensive fun hobby. Some people 
insist on subscribing to various out of town newspapers which contain good 
3'rips^ Right off hand. I don1t have a complete list of papers carrying Triple 
丄 strips, but if enough of you ask,「11 run it next round. S。, you have it. 
I hope this little bit has helped out in some way, and happy collecti
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By Rick Dur ell
For years, I have bee.i looking around for an inexpeiisive, easy, and less 

time consumir.g way to protect and display my Sunday strip collection aAd til; 
keep their trading and resale value.

I!ve looked into presentation albums at office supply and -stationary 
store.-： and have fowid these to be too expensive for a collector v/ho collects 
many different Sunday titles. If you have your strips bound, the backside 
will have a different title or maybe some ads v/hich detract from the over
all appearance. "f you paste your strips in scrapbooks, not only is it time 
conspning and rnessy but your strip resale value (or trade) is lost.

I feel that many of the early 201s, 30* s, 40's, 501s and even many of 
todaycomic strips are really beautiful and a vzork of art but because of 
the many problems encountered in displaying them, many people are reluctant 
to take up strip collecting. For this reason, I would like to pass on the 
perfect solution for attractive strip* display.

For years now, comic book collectors have been using polyethylene bags 
(plastic) to protect their comic books. I found out you can get these 
plastic bag：■ i : many sizes from most paper companies. For tabloids, half 
and third r：ize Sunday pages, you can order - 12n x 16,: (type 300) plastic 
bags which come in lots of 100 for around $1.5。 or less. For full page 
Sunday strips, you can order the 2〃 x 16" bag in lots of 200 for 学S.00. 
(The plastic bags have to be bought in 10t弓 so if a person does not need 
100 or 200 bags, you can go i」with another collector to buy them.) Next 
you. go to an art supply sEore and buy some： thin blotter-type cardboard (like 
the cardtoard that comes in new shirt's or shirts you get back from the 
laundry) for five CGnt$ per .heet and cut to the size of the plastic bags. 

.These sheets of cardboard are available in black and maybe one or two other 
colors. The different colored cardboard makes an interesting border for 
your strip backing in the plastic bags.. You now have the perfect display 
and protector holder for your 二trips (dailys can also be displayed in this 
way) at a cost of approximately four cents for two Sunday strips which can 
be placed in each holder. Just slip the strips into the bags, one on each 
side of the cardboard, and because of the rough surface of the blotter
type cardboard, the strips stay securely in place, "ithout any mes. , you 
have an attractive and inexpen'ivc cover that not only makes them easier 
to handle but they stack nicely i」the^e■even size holders.

If you want to go even further, ■ you can have boxes made (inexpensive) 
to fit the plastic holders and deep enough to hold one or two of whatever 
the preference of years of your strip run. Phen put the title and years on 
the outside of the box and store them away knowing that your pagew are wsl-1 
protected From light, air and whatever, plus they are easy to pull out for a 
look - see when you please.

Not having your strips bound in albums is nice in many, ways. a ：
album you have to lay it on a flat surface to.enjoy looking through it. 

W ith the pages in folders many people can look at your rim of strips at 
the Game time. Also, if you want to lean back on your bed or in a chair 
to read your strips, it!s much easier to pick up one folder than to pick up 
the whole album.

[:口e last thought,工 can1t emphasize enough how well this holder workm for 
Sunday strips. Strips are hard to handle without tearing them, yet alone try
ing to move them from one pl^ce to another. But the best thing of all is how 
really well they fit and Iook in these folders. Try ard see if you don1t agree.
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By Richard Email

While this article vrill deal with Sunday comic strips, some mention should 
be made of daily comic strips. First of all, daily comic strips are harder to 
collect because they come in different sizes.吋hile height is measured in stand- 
ard (ruler) inches in daily comic strips, width is measured in columns. A column 
is 1 -7/& inches wide and daily comic strips occur in a wide variety of sizes rang
ing from 1-5 columns wide and 務■後 inches tall.

The two types of daily comic strips are panels and strips. Strips are usual
ly 4 columns wide and 1 -7/8 - 2 1/2 inches tall. Most syndicates offer many of 
their .'trips in 5 columns wide size and some papers reduce a 4 columns wide strip 
to 3 coluiiiiis wide, but these sizes are not widely used. The 5 columns wide strips 
range from between 2 1/2 - 3 inches tall and the 3 columns wide strips range from 
between 1 -1/2 - 2 inches tall. The difference' in the heights is*.a.result of 
the preferences of the syndicatesw Thus, one syndicate may offer its strips in 
a size 4 columns wide ':y 2 inches tall, while another syndicate rnay cffer its 
strips in a size 4 columns wide by 2 1/2 inches tall.. 

， •
One bad aspect of'daily strips is that the strip you plan to collect (say, 

Rip Kirby) is printed by various newspapers at all 3 sizes. If the paper you 
sere getting carried.Rip Kirby a」a 5 column strip and then dropped it,•you are 
going to have one heck of a time finding another paper that carries Kip Kirby at 
that size. It uould be to find a paper 七hat carries Rip Kirby as a 4.-
colunn strip, but if.yoiPre a perfectionist, that just won1t do. Another prob
lem could arise when trading (through the mail) with another collector. This col
lector night not state the size of the strip trading you, while you would 
naturally assume what he sends you would be the size of the strips you collected. 
Fer instance, you might be collecting Tarzan in the 4 column- wide size and are 
traded 5 column wide • r.tr ips .Besides being different size” this could throw' your 
whole' storage and display system out of 
kilter (depending upon what your stor
age :nd display system consisted of). 
So? .o avoid possible misunderstandings 
always be sure to find out the 
size of the strip you1re trading for. 
If LLe person with whon you1re trading 
doesn1t know anything about columns 
(though ho should)' and you don【t want 
to t ke the time to explain the sys
tem 'o him, then ask for a width 
meas'jrement in inches. That, you can 
conv rt to columns easily enough 
(rcni._mber one colvrmi equals 1 -7/8 
inches). .

The other type of daily comic 
strip is 七he panel. The most coirrrion 
panel size is 2 colums wide and 
3i■-後 inches tall. The other 
panel sizes (not including editorial 
cartoons) arc the on? coluirn wide
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a
panel and 3 columns wide panel. Only a very few strips are offered at Qne 
column wide size and these-.strips- varjr from 1-4 inches in height.，Panels 
offered in 3 columns wide size are also very few in number and are usually 
3-5inches tall(HatloTs They111 do it. Every Time, for instance). Fortunately, 
most panel strips will come in only one size so you donT t have to worry about 
different sizes as wch as you have to with strips. However, some panels 
are offered at 2 different sizes and it is safer to find out the size of the 
panel you are trading for.

One generally expects all daily comic strips to appear on the comics 
page,■but this isn1t always the case. Some strips will appear only on* 
women1s page (The Alumnae, while other strips will appear only on the Hports .page 
(Mac Divot, Ladies Iky), or in other sections of the paper. It is also im
portant to note that some papers have a habit of carrying regular comic 
strips scattered throughout .the paper, because they donf t have enough room 
for them on the coniics page.

COLOR DA工LYS

A new dimension in daily comic "trip collecting ha5； been opened due to 
the addition of color to the.daily comics page. Several of the nation's 
largest papers are noij carrying some or all of their daily comics in full 
color. Uhile color comic strips are theoretically better than black and 
white strips, there are a few drawbacks. Quite often, the color printing 
is 「off】 such that each color ， strays" far over its borders.

At- certain times, the color printing itself is poor and the color of a 
character1s face may change from pink one day to dark orange the next.' If 
you specialize in collecting color strips and the paper- you1re getting drops 
a certain strip, the chances of finding another newspaper that carries that 
strip in color are very slim indeed. Probably, you1d have to content your
self with collecting black and white dailys (of that strip) after that. 
Though color comic strip collecting is more hazardous, it can also be more 
rewarding. .

As far.as' T have been able to determine (having checked with Editor 
£ Publisher among others), there are only 2 papers which print most or all 
of their daily comics in full color. These are the St. Louis 'Post Dispatch 
and (The Cocoa Beach) Today IJhile the Post DLcpntch has better color 
printing, Today carries more adventure strips. Anyone•considering collect
ing color dailys should order several copies (5 or 6 - not just one) of one 
or both of these papers before subscribing. 厶 few copies of each color 
daily newspaper will give a good range of the quality of the color printing 
and each collector may decide if it comes up to his standards or not. A 
listing of the strips each paper carries, plus subscription rates may be 
found At the back of this issue. While 工 was able to find only 2 newspapers 
that carry most of their daily comics in full color, there could be one or 
two I missed. Tn any event, there undoubtedly will be more in the future 
as offset printing becomes mo” popular.

Incidentally, not all newspapers are published seven days a week. Some 
small town papers are published only.six.即ys a week (usually skipping 
Saturday) and -carry the daily comics for Saturday in the Sunday edition.• 
These papers usually don1t carry any Sunday comics (a few do) and instead,



substitute the daily comics in thoir place, Hany small towris are not large 
enough to support a daily newspaper, but nay have a paper that is published 
once a week. However, these weekly papers rar.ely carry any comic strips 
(the Kapla】l Herald and Capital Cannon are exceptions)' and are unimportant to 
comic strip collectors. •

' I SU」；了 「

‘Most Sunday comic strips' are dra口力 so that they would take up one-half 
page (1%： x 1卒)in a Sunday CQmic section and are referred to as 1/2 page 
. trips. Usually when a strip is drawn in this fashion, it has three horizon
tile rows of panels (a few have four). However, most newspapers print 。户1y a 
few co: 「 1 one-half page size. Instead, i ■ ：• wspapers carry
most of their strips with the top rov of panels cut off, thus reducing the 
overall size of the.strip from one-half to one-third page. By using one-third 
page ize conic strips (instead of one-half page size strips), a paper can 
squeeze more comic strips into its Sunday comic section (more variety) with
out increasing the number of pages (thus saving itself the cost of printing 
extra pages of comics). All the syndicates provide most of their strips in 
a variety of sizes (1/2,工/3, 1/4 page, etc,..) "nd the newspaper simply 
chooses the .size it wants. The syndicate then prints the strips on forms 
(either inatts or proof;】)and sends them to the new;.paper, uho use; them t。 

print up the comic sections.

Since newspapers carry most of their trips at one-third page size, the 
strips are usually written so that 门p important part of the story (or gag if 
it!s a himor strip) is presented in the top row of the one-half page strip. 
That ”ay, the person who7 reads the one-third page version of the strip, won't 
miss anything important.

In a few cases, the syndicates won1t cut off- the upper row of panels be
cause this would seriously damage the strip1s continuity and will supply the 

• strip to newspaper，only at one-half page size. strips - which fall into this 
category are Children1s Tales, Bible Story (mostly text), Terry and the Pirates 
and the.Universe (mostly text). Thus, if a newspaper wanted to carry any of 
the：;e strips, it cculd print them only at one-half page size.

Besides the four ?trips mentioned above, there are others that would suffer 
darhage in ebntinuit if the top ro订 of panels were to be cut off. Howev*， 
these s trips, have- th^lr panels reduced and/or* rearranged and/or cropped, until 
the panels fit into a on?-third page _；i'ze strip. some of the strips
which aro reduced in this fashion have all of their original panels (that were 
in th、 one—half page format), there arc others which will be missing a minor 
panel. This result ； from the fact that the change from one-half page to one- 
third page is handled in different i-jays (Li!l Abner is just reduced, while 
D?ndi is reduced, rearranged and cropped). Strips which fall, irrto this cate
gory are： Blondie, Dick Tracy, Dondi, Li11 Abnsr, Little Orphan An立ie, Mary 
Perkins and Steve Caxiyon. Until recently, Dick Tracy was never dropped below 
1/2 page size, but starting in February ef 1970, the strip has been supplied to 
paper, at both 1/2 and 1/3 page sizes. However, a large majority of the news
paper still (and probably will) contintie to car^y Dick Tracy at 1/2 page [ize 
for ；op® 'time to come. How. long this pructicc /ill continue though，is anomer 
question.



The last full page strip still being published today is Prince Valiants 
However, only a feu papers arc willing t。 print Prince Valiant at full page 
size (22匸 x "J ), so the panels of the strip are reduced, rearranged and 
croppod, until they- can comfortably fit on one-half page size. The-cropping, 
while taking large chunks out of 3ome panels, really isn1t noticeable unless 
you have the different sizes to compare, besides being printed at full and 
1/2 page -sizes, Prince Valiant is also printed at a 2/3 page sise. (taking up 
the space of 2 one-third page strips and measuring 工x 14' ). However? only 
a very few papers print the strip at this size, and the only paper to do so
in this index is The San Francisco. Bcdidiner and Chronicle. The Asbury ParK 
Sunday Press is the- only paper in this index which prints Prince Valiant at 
full page size. Prince Valiant is also one of the few strips (like-Children1s 
Tales suid Terry and the Firat号s) which is not dropped below one-half pace*

There is y三t a third alternative to the "Will it be one-third page or . 
one-half page1' problem. Fw。different strips are drawn to collectively take 
up one-half page. .Of these two strips, one is the main strip and takes up 
two :rows (one-third page), while the other is a filler strip and takes up 
only one row, the bottom row. When the paper decides to rim the strip as a 
one-third page strip, the filler strip is dropped. And when the strip is to 
be run at one-half page size, the filler strip is not cut off and both 
strips are printed. A couple of strips which are produced in this fashion 
are (the filler strip is in parentheses); Gasoline Alley (T,ittle Brother Hugo), 
Moon Mullins (Kitty)> Smoky S tover (Spooky) and Up Anchor (Water Lore).

And last, tut not least, some strips are not even -drawn to one-half page 
邛ize, but are instead dram a? one-third page strips. No filler -trip is 
produced along with the one-third page strip, so this strip will never take 
up more than one-third of a regular Sunday comic page. Some of the strips
which fall into this category and take up only one-third of a page arej :沁江巩 s 
JJoRd」— Brenda Gtarr. The Fliberties, Let” Sew, Little Iodine, Pattern party, 
Smll .ociety, Emit by, Trudy, and W 三岂”± 讨_1吋「.



One consistent strip format that hasiMt been dis cussed yet is the 'horizon
tal one-quarter page strip(5r 义 141,) • 工口 this format, the panels to the one- 
half page strip are reduced and rearranged (omitting one minor panel) so that 
they form two horizontal- .rows of panels which take one-quarter page. ihis 
format, vhile consistent, has not bean widely used. Only a few newspapers 
carry such strips and those that do, print only a couple of strips at 丄/.《page 
size, while printing the rest at 1/2 and 1/3 page size. However, the MEA 
Syndicate is participating i」a门 experiment in which four •select- 1/2 page 
strips are reduced to 1/4 page size. These 4「‘trips (Berry's •Jorld, Lorn 
Loser, Short Ribs and Eek and Meek) are printed on a sheet which is sold to 
newspapers that want to carry all 4 strips. The comic section is printed from 
the sheets and all 4 strips are printed on one page. NBA also distributes 
these four 1/4 page strips at 1/2 page and 1/3 page sizes and not just at 1/4 
page size. 3'ome of the other large .syndicates offer a couple of their strips 
at 1/4 page size,but have made no real effort to promote them at this size a三 

NEA is doing. If th- NEA experiment is succem ful, sone other syndicater may 
follow suit and ve 门ay be seeing more 1/4 page strips.

As an extra service? most n.?v/3paper syndicates rearrange the panels of 
their Sunday strips in tabloid form. Strips are printed in either full-page 
tabloid (14: x 1]: ) or one-half page tabloid (75 x 11,:). Not may newspapers 
carry strips at tabloid size and the only newspaper in this listing that does 
is: the San Francisco Ex&niner and Chronicle. Half of the strips this paper 
carrier arG printed in tabloid format and the other half are*printed at stand
ard (normal) size-* Also, a syndicate may rearrange the panels to a 1/3 pags 
strip like Winnie VZiiikle in 1/2 page tabloid format. Don't mistake this for 
1/2 page, standard strip because it isn't.

* A WERT 工―

In order to ease the cost of printing a Sunday comic section, some papers 
will accept advertising (usually from national firms - sometimes from local) 
in their Gunday comic sections. As this advertising tends to be sporadic, the 
amount of advertising in a Sunday comic section will vary from Sunday to Sun
day, .This sort of thing is a headache for a Sunday comic ctrip collector, be
cause the schedule of comics has 七。be arranged to complement the amount a： d 
type of advertising. For example, one week, 1A Sunday comic section may carry 
one and one-half pages of advertising; the next week - two pages of ads; the 
following week, just one page. Unfortunately, a paper that carries a fluctuat
ing amount of advertising will likely have some fluctuations in comic strips 
also. ?ome of the possible results are listed below：

(1) During light advertising, the newspaper may carry several one- 
half page strips. During heavy advertising, some of these 
strips will be reduced to one-third p&ge (by having the top 
row of panels cut off).

(2) Certain strips will be deleted during a period of heavy 
advertising and reinstated when the advertising is lighter.

(3) Extra pages arc added to the Sunday comic .section to take care 
of the extra advertising, When the amount of advertising is 

the extra pages are deleted. Tn a conic section that

-1 



ha：； a fluctuating number of pages, the chances are 
that several of the strips will be of irregular sizes 
at one time or another.

Ho讨 nice it vould be if all the ads were of the same size a • the one-half 
or one-third page 「trip (you could simply substitute the ad for an unpopular 
oomic strip - no problem at all). Frequently, the ads are designed to be a 
certain size and fill a certain space, but the space needed for the ad is not 
the same one that could be made by deleting the one-half or one-third page ■ 
strip. Since the ads aren't going to be rearranged to fit an available space, 
the comic strips will have to be rearranged to fit the space that is left 
after the ad is printed. Often this involves the reduction and/or rearrange
ment of comic strip panels. Thus, the comic strip is printed in an 1 irregular1 
form. The most recurrent of these irregular forms are listed below:

(1) No Adve1vtisieg: As the title implies, these Sunday comic 
sections carry no advertising and have very stable comic •
sectio'is. Qt only do these papers carry the s'aine strips •

(1) One-Half Page Vertical二 An average newspaper Sunday comic full, 
page, measures 22〉x 工仆. In this format the panels are not re
duced, merely rearranged, so that the one-half page vertical 
strip measures 22： x 7k.

(2) One-Half PaEe-Upside Down UJ": The panels are not reduced. 
The first two ko】『s are printed as they normally would be in 
the standard one-half page strip. The third :row of panels 
is printed vertically on the left-hand side of the page. 
This irregular size i.q so named because it resembles at 
upside down and not because the strip is printed upside 
down.

(3) One-Third Pawe Vertical: The panels to the one-half page 
strip are reduced, rearranged and cropped until they fit 
in a space measuring 工小 x 7" This format is quite 
similar to the one-half page vertical format..

One important thing to remember atout irregular forms is that they never 
appear on a regular baiis. A strip may appear in an irregular form four or 
five times a year and appear in a regular fora (say one-third page) the 
re^t of the year. Morse.yet, the irregular forms 2「？门丨七 consistent.. One 
time the strip may be printed at one-half page vertic.al; the next time one- 
half page njpsid*s down L"; and the following time, one-third page vertical. 
Incidentally, there are other irregular forms which I haven1t listed here. 
However, these are not co皿non enough to make it-worth- the effort (or 
space) it would take to list them. Just keep in mind that there are other 
irregular sizesn

TYPES OF SU ⑴心 SECTg-S .

Generally speaking, there are three categories of Sunday comic sections 
when they are defined in terms of the amowit of advertising they carry. 
They are：



periodic \ trips and several

week after w'eek at 七he ：，aine 
sigc, but. the strips usually 
appear in the same place in. 
the Sunday comic sectio…’ 
Also, no iiFegular size 
strips 01- periodic strips 
appear in these paper ・

(2)・ Little Adv6rti匸工碇： The彳e 
. comic sections carry 0-1 

page of advertising per 
week and will have three or 
four unstable comic (irreg
ular or periodic) strips. 
The rest of the comic strips 
will probably be stable, 
though.

⑶. ：%ich ；；dv」rtiwi工尸： Paper：, 

falling in this category- 
have the most fluctuating 
comic 】trips. Papers in • 
this category carry 1-4 
pages of ads per' week. A 
Sunday sectioi that carries 
a large amount of advertis
ing will probably have several
,：‘irveagulax*；' size strips, not to mention a feo strips that 

jump back between one-half.and one -third page sizes (as 
explained previously). ''His typo - of paper "ill. have the 
largest number of irregular and periodic strips.

However, some papers which do carry a highly fluctuating amount of advertis
ing, try to keep their Sunday comic sections as stable as possible. The Wash
ington Tost f-lls into this category, for instead of changing the size- of a lot 
of strips to meet the amount of advertising, the Post has several part-time 
(periodic) strips which it drops when there is heavy advertising and carries when 
the advertising is li^htThus, it Is able to print，most of its strips at a 
certain size on a regular basis..

UNDSR3T師DING TH工 S，TH DM

STRIP ABBREV工AT—

come comic strip titles are quite long and pointing them in full would take 
up too much space in this index. £。＞ some of the longer ones will be shorten6d 
or abbreviated. Eelow is a lis ting of the titles which are affectod. The 
actual title is listed first and th兮 abbreviation follous the actual title:

1. Earney Google and Snuffy Snith Snuffy Smith
2. Eringing Up Father Ering Up Father
3, I3uz Sawyer, 'fmaturing his pal, lose。Sweeney Euz Sawyer
4. Dennis the Menace Bennis
5・ Freckles and His Friends Freckles
6. Ratio1 They111 Do Tt Every Time They111 Ro 工匕



7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Heart of Juliet Jones ..
Hints from Heloise
L ittle Orphan Amie 
Iiandrake the Magician 
RipleyT s Believe It 0r Not 
Steve Roper and Mike Nomad 
Sorange World of Mr. Mum 
Tales from the Great Book 
Terry and The Pirates 
Walt Disney's Donald Duck 
Walt Disney1 s Mickey Mouse 
Walt Disney1 s Scarap
Walt Disneyf s Treasury of Classic Tales 
Salt Disney1 s Uncle Remus (Brer Rabbit)

Juliet Tones 
Heloise
L. Orphan Annie 
Mandrake 
Ripley* s 
Steve Roper 
Idr • 
Great Book 
Terry & Pir. 
Donald Duck 
Mickey Mouse 
Scamp
Disney1s Tales 
Uiicle Remus

This index will not only list which strips a newspaper carries, but also 
the page size of the strip; which strips appear periodically, and which strips 
appear in irregular formats, etc. To note the importance of this, the strips 
will be broken down into several divisions, all of which are listed below.

In case a few people are wondering how accurate there strip listings are, 
here are the facts. Each paper was indexed for a period of 33 we6ks and 
careful note made of the strips Li each Sunday comic section. All but 
2 papers were indexed by .me (Asbury Park Sunday Press and Clarksburg ExpcRent- 
Telegram) and these were indexed oy John MoGeehan. Tohn used the qame scale 
I used and indexed his comic sections for a period of 30 week. . therefore, 
if a strip is listed as appearing in a certain paper at a certain size, you 
can be reasonably sure that strip still does appear in that paper and will 
continue to do so, baring a format change.

FULL PAGE: ' Prince Valiant is .the only strip printed at full page size.

2/3 PAGE: Again, only Prince Valiant will be printed this size, which 
takes up 2/3 of a page. .

FUTJ上 PAGE:Prince Valiant varies between full page size and one-half page 
size depending on the amount of advertising. The percentage 
following the strip indicates how often the strip was printed 
at full page size.

斗 PAGE；: This includes all strips which are carried in the standard one-
half page size fifty-two weeks of the year.

土-工/3 PAGE: These are strips which are printed at 1/2 page when the new— 
paper carrier little advertising and are printed at 1/3 page 
uhen the amount of advertising becomes greater. A percentage 
will follow each strip and will indicate the number of times 
that strip is printed at 1/2 page.

EXAMPLE:

Steve Roper (75[) Steve Roper appears at 1/2 page sim 75% of the time
Beetle Bailey (33) and at 1/3 page size 25? of the time. Beetle Bailey

appears in 1/2 page size only 3Op of the time.



上 collector nay be faced 'dth a dilenLg if he subscribes to. a paper that 
carrie ： several 1/2-1/3 page strips• The collector :狛y feel the urge 8 clip 
off the top row of panels .of the 1/2 page strips to obtain、 an even look! ig run 
of 1/3 pag「 strips. However, this is not advisable because it is every.col
lector1 'goal to get a run of 1/2 paj -trips and besides,1/2 page strips are 
worth more (perhaps you could trads for the 1/2 page strips you need, l^t^r). 
So, it is better to leave the 1/2 page strips alone, but if you must do.some
thing, simply fold the top row of the paneli： under to obtain even edges, and 
in effect, a 1/3 pagr strip.

PACT HCR7- These strips are printed consistently at one-quarter page 
ZO 遡 AL： size.

1/3 PAGE ' hese strips alternate between one-third and one-quarter •財 

乙OijrAL ize and are followed by a percentage w必＞ch indicates how
often a strip appears in one-third page size.

EXAMPLE:

"nuffy Smith (7C %) Snuffy Smith is printed at one-third page size 7cl 
of the time and at one-quarter page size 3。* of 
the time, .

• and in irregular size 4。％ of the-time.

pgUGDIC: This inolude.3 any strips that will appear of the 七］私6上_列七

will be deleted uhen the paper carrie-： heavy advertising.
•strip will be followed by a percentage which will state how 
often the strip is printed.

EXAMPLE:

Boners Ark (55%) Boners Ark is a 1/3 page strip that is printed.
35p of the time.

FULL PAGn These strips are printed at the specified sizes.
TABLOID & 吉 ，
二「FAELD 工 D: •

TPRJ-GULA： ： -trips which appear in this category are carried every but 
will be printed in irregular formats from - time to time. A' 
percentage will follow each strip and will indicate how often

， that strip is carried in its standard size. All 1/2 page strips 
will have a 1/2 following the percentage to indicate that they

• are normally printed at 1/2 pag'e and 1/3 page .strips will hav3 
nothing following the percentage. This general criteria will 
be used for periodic 々trips as well.

■ ■ , • ~ ' I _• ... •
r：®MPLE:' ' • •

rteve Roper(75%) 1/2 Steve Roper is printed at 1/2 page size 75%： of
Pogo (60%) the time and in irregular fora 25% of the time.

Pogo is printed at 1/3 page size 60% of the time



Usually, there isn,-t much, point in collecting a periodic strip imless you 
can,t find the strip anywhere else and hope to fill in -the gaps of your col
lection by trading '-with another collector for the dates you need.

RAT工 iJG SCALES

Repro R&ti邛：? The .idea behi id this 
scale is similar to ths scale used 
by Jahn McGeehan, with 受 being the 
highest a/d 1 being the lowest. The 
scale tries, to evaluate the quality 
and clarity of color printing and 
overall appearance.

5) Excellent coloring, sharp print- 
aid great, overall reproduction.

About the best every collector can 
hope for.

4) Almost as good as #5 but has 
some •minor defects which sets it a- 
part.

3) Average. Nothing bad here but 
no thing spectacular either.

2) Coloring, printing is poor 
fuzzy most of the time,

Paper Racing While newsprint is a low . 
quality form of paper, some grades oi 
newsprint are definitely superior to 
others. This indax “ill attempi to show 
which papers use better grades of neus- 
print by using thiclciesip (of the. aews- 
princ) and HQuality11 as standards.

5) High grade, thick newsprint.

4) Either thick, medium grade newsprint 
or thin, high grack二 nowsprir o.

3) Thin, y.aediwn grade newsprint. 
Occasionally, the ink from one side of 
the paper will show through o.. thJ other 
side.

2) Thin newsprint which very frequently 
will have the ink on one side show 
through on the other side.

1) . V^ry. poor :?owspriut fit only for 
wrapping fish or burning.

1 copy .40

SAMPLE I:WE：＜ PAGE -

The top of a page in this index will be 戶et up in the following manner ,i ■、• / . 一 ■ ■ ■

Fort Myers .'cvs Press
P. 0. Box 10
二44w Anderscm Avenue-
Fort Nyers, Florida 33902

10 pages All 5。 states
0-1/2 pages of ads 1 year - ^10.40
Repro 8 ___6_months2. - 5・2O
Paper} 4 3 montha* 一 2.60

.1 month ---- r

The- first colujnn is the paper1 s address. Sometimes a paper \zill have

1) Terrible. Forget it.

2 addresses, SO if .you don1 is have riu.ch success, with one address you might try 
chc otlier one. In the second colvrv;,. 10 pages is thu cotal n.umbGT of pages 
i'.i the Sunday Comics Section, 0-1/2 pages of ads is the usual - (not average) 
number of advertiseiiients the,paper carries per issue. The paper and repro 
Matices ara explained elsewhere. finally, the third cdlwn carries the
paper1 s• cu.'rent subscription rates. . ..

BACK ISSUE-' Mose of the papers listed in this index probably don1t.kscp a 
large supply of back issues. While one paper may hold back issues for 。门已 

year, this doesn* t mean that they will have copies of every issue that uas 



published during that time. Some issues may have already been sold out. Thus, 
if one were planning to order an entire year1s worth of back issues, it might 
be a good idea to check with the paper in question and see if they have copies 
of all back issues.

SUBSCR工PT工OH RATES： All subscriptions must be paid in advance. Send either a 
check or money order made payable to the paper in question. Do not send cash or 
stamps. Eowever, it is okay to send cash if you are ordering a single issue, 
but be sure to tape any coins you send to the letter. Otherwise, the loose 
coins will bounce back and forth eventually tearing a hole in the envelope and will 
fall out. Thus, your letter will arrive minus the coins you sent. Never send 
large amotmts of pennies and be sure that you have enough postage on the envelope.

Some papers set their subscription rates in accordance with postal zones. The 
farther away one lives (from the city in which the newspaper is published), the 
higher the cost of the subscription. If you aren1t familiar with how the postal 
zone system works, call up th二local post office and ask them which zone the city 
in which your paper is published^is in. If the paper you want to subscribe to 
is the Chicago Tribune, find out which zone.Chicago is in. If, for example, 
this is Zone 4, then the cost of a subscription will be the figuro listed for 
Zone 4 (in the index),

Never subscribe to a paper, based on what you have read about it i- this irdex. 
Order a sample copy first. Then, you can evaluate the paper for yourself and 
decide if you wish to subscribe to it or not. Though I1ve tried to be as 
accurate as possible in describing papers in this index, I realize that my 
tastes and preferences may not be the same as someone elseV.s, So, play it 
safe and order a sample copy first..........you won11 be worry.

RECOMMENDED READING: There are several publications which some strip collector：.; 
may be unaware of because they are rarely advertised. All of these publica
tions make some contribution in the realm of strip collecting. All are excel
lent and are highly reconmi^nded. However, keep in mind that this is my opinion 
and my opinion alone. 工 can1t guarantee that you fll like them〉 but merely 
that I do and am recommending them on that basis.

Cart。。二is i
P. C. Box 325
Fairfield, Corm. 
0643 0

Offset/ 80 pages

Cartoonist FRGfilem is a quarterly professional maga
zine, which deals almost entirely with syndicated 
cartooning. Each issue, is chock full of top notch 
articles about the syndicated cartoonists and the strips 
they write and draw. The editor, Jud Hurd, besides 
being a cartoonist himself (Health Capsules, Ticker 
Toons), is also editor of 『he Cartoonist, the official

magazine of the National Cartoonists Society, and knows many of the cartoon
ists personally. Cartoonist PROfiles is profusely illustrated and costs 

■;)2.50 per issue (or $6.00 for a 4 issue subscription)-, rhe current issue is 
#7 and all back issues (except for #1 and possibly #2) should ba available
for N.5。 ,each. Of all the publications listed in this section, Car匕oonist 

工巳匕 s by far the most important and no serious strip collector should
be withouL it. If you don1t already have Cartoonist PFCfil二s, get it.



一

World of Oomic Art 
P. 0* Boi 5。亍一 

Hawthorne, Calif. 
9025。

Offset/ 50-60 pages

紅-5 are available for 
about ordering the whole

The first 5 issues of 叮or工d of Comic： Art cover the same 
general area as does Cartocnist Profiles。 but with more 
of an emphasis on cartoonists and comic strips of the 
past. World of CgmjLc Art isnH • quite as good as
C钟to9rd.st PqCfi工吃,but is still an excellent magazine 
and considering the scarceness of magazines devoted to 
comic strips, is well worth the mcmeR Back issv 九：cf 一 

案2・5。oach, cr all 5 for 江。*5。,>. If. you are he sit r t 
set, sight unseen,工！d recommend either issue "3 01，'山

as a good example of vhat ?JOCA contains, Wcr工d of Comic haw also published 
two digest-sized issues (#6 and #吁),bw七 both*had limited prirt runs and
are now out of print. Only a very few copies of each issue were printed and 
most of these went to libraries, rather than collectors. Both ：?6 and &7 could 
be called "special issues11 because each was devoted to a particular subject, 
rather than several tepicB, as were the first 5 issues of World of Comic Art、 

Nol 6 reprinted a 1906 article 1 •Internaticnal Wit and Humer Expressed in 
CaMcature11 by Arthur Bartlett Maurice and carried several pages of 匸sproduc- 
tions of early cartoon art. N。。 7 was dedicated to the long-running dnil] 
panel. Our Boarding House, and its main star, Maj or Hoople<> It is indeed un
fortunate that both issues are now out of jrint; however, you need not riso* 
future issues. Starting with #8,World of Comic ArtJs print run will be in
creased and a few copies will be set aside for collectors3 In order to get a 
copy, you must send, a staniped, self-addressed envelope to Mrso Dorothy McGreal, 
Editor and Publisher of World of Comic Art； Otherwise, you won*t be able to 
get a copy as only enough copies will be printed to cgvgi* requestso The 
stamped, self-addressed envelope uill be used to let you know when thG issue 
is available and its price. Probable price of any future issues of Horld 
of Comic 上江七 is likely to fall between 31*75 and $2・2S・

Samys Strip Lives 
c/o Mort Ualker~ 
51 ^feyo Avenue 
Greenwich, Conn. 
06832

Offset/ 56 
6" x 9" pages

\ This one shot reprints 100 dailys from the great； L讹 

short-lived (1961^1963) comic strip, Sam* Strip-
. This comic strip uas done by Mort IJalker and Jerry 

Dumas and was about a- comic strip cliaracter (Sart) 
who kneu he was a comic strip ^character® Othfei* ■ 
strip characters, both old and new (Xrazy Kat, Blondie.,

• Happy Houlihan^ etc.) would wander in and out of-San1^------ 
Strip from time, to time. Very enjoyable. Fries L25・.•

Strip Books ..Each of these little books was published by the Seal— 
180 u" x 2n pages . field Company 3nd each reprints 180 daiZy^ of a syndi- 
29c each catud comic strip. Six titles have been printed

(Beetle Bailey•> Blondie, Popeye, Redeye, Tiger
Winthrop) and these reprint 工968，1969 strips. ?ewer collectors, who are un

familiar with some of the strips, may wish to buy the Saalfield"Books to see if 
they wish to start collecting .the strips regularly. Older collectors may find 
the Strip Books easier to refer to than a stack of daily strips。In'anyevent.' 
they are well worth 29久 Though published ncre 七卜皿 one year ago； the Strip 
Books may still be found in most toy stores near the coloring booklrack. If 
local experience is anything to go dn, ycu i/on11 be able to find the Strip Book? 
in the toy departments of large department stores, but 0nly in stores that deal 
in toys exclusively. ” …
Editor & Publigher 
8^0 Third Avenue 
Nov York, Hew York 
10022 八

Edi七。r & Riblishe:? is a weekly, professional magazine 
which covers everjFthing that happens in the news paper . 
field including the births, deaths and chango.s in 
comic strips• Un?ortunateljrmost issues of Editor



1 year Subsc. $3.00 Editor & FubHsheF r^irely。二匸一士巳仃 ncre 弋、-二 二二of
Sample Cor/ $.25 ^comic^-reiatcd . material and sone- issue? carry none • •

. 或：all. Is" ail alternative to. buying E & P» 了。『祝琉二L

•• . ' try checking T7ith--your local library to sea if 班兜} ,- 

have a subscription to it (many mil). 工七'e no七 recommended you buy Editor £： 

Publisher unless-j^ou can easily afford it and' ^on!V mind the- price., Still ±t 
does cover everything happening in the comic strip Eie工d；： 厂"

Edi七or N Publisher
Syndicate Directory 
See above address"""

5。勿 cop7

This annual directory is published b『6ry July and con
tain? (among other things)、an up-to-date listing of 
all currently ruiming comic stripso，If you want to 
keep up Tiith. the currently running .cnnic • stripe? (and 
you should )• this is the magazine tb getn The 1^70 
directory was published in August *arid contains a list-
inrj of all the strips q-till running * 'The strips are 

listed in iz『o places in the directory? In the Cartoons and P*-^(?ls Section-a.r».d the
Comic Strips Section, 
rlerif angles 
Don'Tllaggie Thompson 
8786 Hendricks Hoad 
KentorOhio
I4I4O6O ...-_：-
Mimeo/U*6 pages
Cornic World
George M? Henderson - 
5汕 Markham Street 
Toronto^ Cntario 
Canada

Offset •'.
Page count and page ； 
size varies. ，

copies are available for 
a men th) uhile 汕士虫卻』: 

Graphic Story；Ma©azine 
Bill Spicer
I4878 Granada Str Get : 
Los Angeles.....Calif• 
9OOh2 •「

Though mosoly a. ccrricr famdci n^”三2士拉?i三工二：工宀1个5 
does carry quite a biu of ne-js about 工七vipw .and .s'srip 
related iterw. Fo, instance,工 firs七 road -zijcnt the •： 
Saalfield Strip Books and Swm?： 迎匹卩 Lives -Gheve^ 
Hie nice 七ring about 二？厂］呼~1?匚％ 」

.schedule (current hCNs) *d low &r:ic6(2。© per"

Captain Georue * Comic 叮。(?.s pre七ty 二埠工工 ad
vertized but'工 think 工U mention it any：Ta;) to 
put it eimply, reprints old comic strips and.se工1口 

these reprints at lc--r prices. So for. Captain / 
Ge^cige has reprinted sever a 工：2&w Kat Sundays, 
tore 1939 Suparnrn doi工ys> and 1933 Little Orphan ―;

;•- Annie drdly—。to neiTlion 2 fuj Issues are sold
: in.lots of lO.jxor $3.00 and s。fax, 30 issues have

■ been printode 辽 George 丨；~Whizbang is the
compcniQi arbie工edz% 妥厂Eondc 而Ed end sinp工c . .

■ LQd each. •••耍:空二恒毋:工? published bi^recklj^ (twice 
is published bi^month^n , Both <tre h±gh匕'rcco①mendadc

Will Goiild : :?ote aAG ar few. the ir：:mcnsaljr popular 
“ "Red Barry " cothic' ^trip'f or King Features Syndicate 

• during the 1930C—pbic」Si;o??y 4依？&2二2日 卡工工 士w •… 工 

;• a special issue in .uhioh Will. Sou id .tells hj7s^tory>'
the • etcry of ； vhat it like 七。bo a cartoonist dur-

.•- , ,ing ,the turbulent thirties«* -MH Gould? r G：:pcrienc?s: 
how he starts out; how h：e got Red. B/ ; h<7r.Xc d^vGlopGc! "hi^' ety3；o; all
the people he-knew (Dashiell .Hammett • Alex -Knynondi 一Durante and Ed SuLLi」二 ， 

van, etc•...) all this is told^in vhat ha? to be one of the most Impressive ria^a- 
zines I-ve ever seen0 The 呻ga琅ne contain? a 4C page -intcrviGi：-〔：£『；】Could? 
and has 10-1^ page® q£ artwork and photon. Despite a 工arg? print 気1口, 耍竺遊邑二• 

Story Haga zine is alvay&.aR early eell-out 3。if yet; iTant a^copy>.;;rcipd cocv ：.； •
order immediately. ■Incidentally, Gra0Hic 3七pry Higa.ine 〃口2, wi工dev。%6d• to： 
the TTort of old-time comic-book artist, B^sil VTolverton. -
Nos七algiQ Presg
Boz: 293, Franklin. .Square
Hew Yor；j ：!•工 c 11.010

A couple of yearc 尸？0〉IJowtr工wta Press cam— ©ut i-iitli 
：,an book . of ⑪四二^^田上刀 Is 工 iz sh Gord on .Sun—

day pages th?土 everyone，though土 was；real great。「打向^ 

nostalgia really getting into th.c • bucine^c c工 re-
printing old conic .strips and haw several 二d。!.刁 eithrr planned? or .alreadjr printed, 
among these are early Phanton^ Seegar :s Fore了已,Caniff :i? Te^rv-} The Pirates^ 
Herriman's Krazy Kat. a huge book uhich ?五1工 丁日p?±rrb the 1st 102 Prince Valiant- 
Sundays and a "book of EC Horror 2c Sci^ncG-Fictlon stories« Drop a card for l&tcst 
catalbguen



INTERVIEW HI正 DCUG MARIETTE

- "WHILE ATTENDING FLORIDA STATZ UNIVERSITY^ I HAD ALWAYS SEEN IMPRESSED BZ THE
EDITORIAL CARTOGIS THAT DOUG MARLETTE DREU FOR THE FSU STUDENT NEWSPAPER, HIE 
FLAMBEAU. lAIER HE MOVED OVER TO ANOTHER LOCAL NEWSPAPER AND IT VI^S AT THIS

上 TIME ITIAT I IMS FORTU1IATE ENOUGH TO MEET HIM. WE GOT TOGETHER GTJE AFTERNO0T,
工 STARTED A TAPE RECORDER GOING AtTO THE RESULT WAS THIS INTERVIEW.

TELL US A LITTIE ABOUT YOURSELF.

Okay. I was born on December 6,工9h9, In Groensboro, North Carolina。 Later on, 
our family moved to Laurel, Mississippi： uhen I raw 12 and to Sanford, Florida, 
zhen I tzas 16. ELti current^ a Senior at Florida State University in Tallahassee > 
Florida, and have been/doin^ editorial cartoons for .a local paper in tgiia

VJHEi! DID YOU FIRST DEVEIOP AN INTEREST EI DRAWING?

In the first grade. I used 七。copy cartoon characters out of comic sections in 
the newspaper and learned hou to draw Popeye, and Donald Duck. All m? frierds 
Here impressed so I used to sell my draiTings to theiu for a fevr-penniQS^ 0T trade 
them for their desserts at tho school cafeteria.

BUT THAT WAS JUST FOR FUW. • •・

Right. I didnft get seriously interested in drardng until I uas in the ICth 
交ade in high schoolo Ue verc living in Laurel, Mississippi^ at the time and . 
I used to spend part of my spare tine helping a friend decorate for parties 破’ 

churches. In gratitude and because he knexr 工 liked to drav, he gave me one 
of those $1.CO Walter Foster nHOW 70 DRAW CARTOGHS" books. That got'me inter- 
ested^and I started, bu丁丄pg and roading more /Walter Foster books and soon 
after, any other books 工 coulc get on cartooning. The first cartoons of nine 
that ugpq printed, appeared in riy high school newspaper in Laurel, Miss土ss£pp±• 
The first cartoon 工 did•方as a sporbe cartoon and this uas done in 工965, vhile 
工 ims in 11th grade. IIOTzever, I did cnl〕”2 or- 3. cartoons for the School paper 
because soon after 工 completed the 11th grade二汜 moved to Sanford5 F工oriRa。

Sanford was not a ver「large cit^, but it was -large enough to have a daily mghs- 
paper〉the Sanford Heraldo This was during the summer and I dicing have toe 
much to d。, so after I got some courage up, I decided to ?。doun to the Herald 
and try to get a job aw a cartoonist because I had aluayc read"in the instruct 
tion books that it was important to get your work printed< So, I gathered 土p- 

ge七 her some of my recent dravriLngs and these were mostly sports c art cone be
cause I was really interested in sports. I showed thesQ to the sperts Gditcr 
and ho thought they uere okay, so he hirG.d me to do local' sports* cartoons for 
the Herald. Since I had Jus*g moved 七。Sanford^ 工 didn't know too much 2bg七 

local sports and the editor had to fill me. ir： on the details abou七 the' car
toons 工 was supposed 七。do. I did ono or tvo cartoons a week, whenever the 
sports editor wanted one and worked at home。

INCIDENTAL』IJHAT WERE YOU PAID FOR YOUR FIRST CARTOCHS?

When I started doing cartoons fcr the Sanford Herald, they paid me 汕.00 py 
cartoon. At the time I was glad jus七 to get my work in print and didn【t as上 

for very much. Then I found out .1 cdu工d be making more. Since I 匸纟£ putting; 
in a lot of time working on cartoons, I as!二ed for a raise and got it and ty 

一 7一



the time I stopped working for the Sanford Herald, I was making about 江5・。。per 
cartoon- I worked for the Heraid for about a year and a half.

旃E YOU DOING CARTOONS FOR WBODY EISE AT BUS TIME?

Yes, I got a job 工吐七h the Orlando Sentinel about 5 months after I atarted working 
for the Herald. Geographically, Sanford is 0nly 20 miles from Orlando： and the ° 
Sentinel had a small branch office in Sanford from which they published the 
Se欣nole County edition of the Sentineln The Sentinel uas a pretty large paper 
and it published local editions for each of the surrounding counties, including 
one for Seminole Count" A friend of nine heard that the branch office of the 
Sentinel was Iccki^f； for somebody 七。mite sports st or 1g? covering the games and 
spttrtins events of my high school and wanted to know if J were interestedo Since 
工 was working for the Sanford HeralCn he must have figured that I was a budding 
journalist or somethingc I told him that 工 口白二”七 interested in doing any 
TTritinj^ but since this was the footb-.H ?r.?son,二 would be interested in doing 
the sportc cartoons about the weekly Sanford High football games。Later, I went 

- over to the Senuinel fs Sanford o±fice and they hired 出e。However, the main 
office had the final word on the hiring of new people» co I had to go to the 
Orlando office before I uas official^ hirode A^ain^ this was on a free-lance 
basis。

IMS THIS YOU GOT TO MEET THE CARTOCH工STS?

工ew，The Orlando Sentinel is a good-sized paper and has quite a feu cartocnists 
working for them, 11hile I was over thereI got, to meet a couple of them and 
1 二ter on〉七hoy introduced me to some of the syndicated cartoonists vh。lived in 
the Orlando area« Sone of the cartoonists who are now living in the Orlando 
area arc Ralph Dunigan (Tell It Lika It 工s), Leslie Turner and his assistants 
(Captain Eawy), toy Crane and his assistants (Euz Saxler), Bill Perry (G^goline 
工He?), Kate Osann (Tizzy) and Dick Hodgins, Sr. (editorial cartoonist for the 
Orlando St)o Host of the syndicated cartoonists 工 got to meet only once or 
tijice, but I got 七。kno;-; some of the cartocnists uho ^zorked for the Sentinel 
qv.ite hg工］。 I got to know Ralph Dunigan and Dick Hodgins, S:?。, pretty veil and 
evory wqH二 or so? I!d go up there and see wha七 was happening.

I worked fcr the Herald all through my senior year of high school doing sports 
cartoons and after I graduated, I started working there as a full-time cartoon- 
ista 工 worked 8 hours a day at the paper and drew whatever illustrations they 

；neededs I did local editorial cartoons, local spores cartoons nnd small 土工lus- 
trationse I entered Seminole Junior C0II03A in Sanforc in the fall of 1967 and 
I continued to do c<artoons for the Herald for a Month or 七;:o l^r.-;erc Mcr.nwhile, 
.talpli Dunigan, the chief ediuori?.!. cu七oonist for 七he Sentinel hd 七。工4 me th^t

HOW LONG DID YOU WORK FOR THE SEMHIOLE COUI'IT? EDITION OF THE SENTU-JEL? .t . • . -• . ^

Hot too long. I wim working for both the Sentinel and the Sanford Herald simul
taneous? ly and the people at the Herald didn^t like that. The Seminole County 
edition of the Sentinel was the rival of the Sanford Herald and 七he editor of 
the Herald told me that if I vio^ked jus七 for them, he'd have a full-tine job 
for me during the summer. Well, this sounded good, so I told 七he people at the 
Sentinel that 工 wouldnTt be doing any mors cartoons for them and began working 
e::clusivel^ at the Herald, I had worlced for the Sentinel for only about 3 
months, the length of 七he football season and my cartoons appeared only in the 
Se inole County ediuion of *!。Sentinel and net 5n any other editions«



he Tpuld like bo hire me to work in the Sentiinel1 ? editorial art 七&空土沁口七 i-Then 
I nas old enough. that time 工 was 0nly 17 and for ?ome，reason - iheurance 
.or sonething like that - they couldnrt -hire me until I 已恭 13#Luniga-n w竺n〔t 
syndicated ye七 and〔as the head of the Sentinel1? art department^ so I. Trp.e.Ve-^lly 
looking xonjarc；七。getting a job uith the Sentinel when 工 turned 13, which udulci 
have been in cece门bcr. T:ell^ in October, they lo;t a guy in the art department 
end needed someone to do pa吐二time vork, so.Rriph spoke to the business manager 
and they bent the rules little and hired 靛,even though I hqs 6nly 17. Hhen

.the Sentinel hired me, I stopped vjorking.J'or the Heral^hepause I didn•t rhaye 
，七i©e to voFk for.七ijo papers ma attend .-college as ^ell• I 'for the
Sentinel once before but that only for their branch office, in. S^jiford (Semin
ole County edition) and I only uorked there for'coqpie of months. “vas
T-7or：:in3 for the main office in Orlandoin their'editorial art department. 
There uas about a ye?Fiw lapse between these t「o jobs.

WHAT KHJD OF WORK DID YOU DO IN THE AI?T DEPARTMENT OF THE 0RLA1ID0 SENTINEL?

VJhile T vas there, I learned various aspects of cartooning and did q little-bit 
of everything. I corrected errors on ar七uork, retouched photographs, dre? . 
maps and graphs and put on color overlays. In the line of printed work； I did 
mostly 『dingbat" cartoons. "Dingbat" cartoons are little editorial cartoons 
rhich illustrate a written editorial and 呵 Hdingbatsn appeared mostly in the 
Orlando Star, the evening companion paper to the morning Sentinel. 工 really 
leained a lot izhile I was there ad uas glad that it gave me a chance to nork 
i-riLth the other cartoonists ^ho worked for the Sentinel.

— ■ 1 ■ . ■, ■• ' • • •； • • • •

HOW L01IG DID YOU WORK F03 THE SENTINEL?

工 tQTked pnN-tim© for- 2 years； until 工 ^r^duated from Junior • College .in .196?. 
I commuted back and forth betireen Orlando and Sanford, and usually worked 
izpinigh七s a reek a.nd- pH day Sa/turday. ..hen I first st.a,rbed. jjorking for 
the Sentinel1 s 衣七 department, I uorked .all day Saturday and 5 nights .a ueekk; 
however, that go七 to me after a while and my grades started getting bad, 
so,工 had. to cut- back-.
*■ 一 ^ ■ ' •........ 

BID YOU DO RJYTH工NG FOR THE. JUNIOR COLLEGE NEWSPAPER?

Yes and I'did some cartoons for the Salif ord High, paper as well, but I c-ionH 
do very much because the issues ^Tere so ±ar apart• I did a strip and. an 
occasional editorial and sports cartoon and I had.to vrat.ch 盯『.step on edrbo- 

cartoons because. & high school paper isn!t Supposed to-.'be controversiale
I didrJt start doing cartoons for the Seminole Junior College newspaper un-, 
til my sophomore (second) year because. L -was too bu&y working at.七he Sentinel.
I s七ill pret七y busy during my second year, but I was talcing a Journalist 
course and part o£， my homeuQrk for the course was to draw cartoons for the 
college paper. Everybo(<r else in the class was writing articles ahd I did 
cartoonsj howeverthis wasnJt as much work as it sounds like, because the 
paper came out only once every 3 or h wgekc。

HAVE YOU HAD ANY OTHER AST INSTRUCTION BESIDES V1HAT YOU LEAffl® FRQ2I ；BOOKS, 
CLASSES AT SCHOOL 他D TIPS EOM CAHT00NI3TS?

Yes,工 took the Famous Artists cartoon course. ItTs. a 3 year course, vhich. 
'really helped me a lot。

' J • .，+・・， • . '、 —「Q_



AFTER YOU GRADUATED FROM SEMINOLE JUNIOR COLLEGE, YOU CAME TO FLORIDA STATE. 
UTHVEFSITY IIJ TALLAHASSEE, FLA, AI'-IY REASONS?

Yes. I had heard that FSU had an excallent art department and as an art major, 
this was important®

ViHEI YOU FIRST CAME UP HEHE, YOU STARTED DOING EDITORIAL CARTOONS FOR THE FLORIDA 
STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER, THE FLAMBEAU. •.

The Flambeau was published daily except on weekends# The editor of the Flambeau 
told me th6y〔d hire me and 工 could do whatever I wanted to do. In other words, 
complete freedom* At the time, I was extremnly interested in doing editorial 
cartoons^ so 工 did them mostly.

A LUCE CHANGE OF PACE.

Yes. The fact that I had the freedom to do whatever I wanted to do and the fact 
that they were dailv were the main reasons I ：jent to work for the Flambeau. I 
drai， pretty slow and I needed practice at speeding up my art and meeting dead
lines.

One thin? that 工 was really grateful for while working on the Flambeau^ was that 
it showed me 工 could ?Qrk faster. Then, too, I used to Horry about deadlines 
and if I didn *t have the dr airing finished 2 nights, before the deadline夕 口 d 
really worry about it. But I bqs doing 3 editorial cartoons a "eek and after 
a ''hile, I got to uhere I ^Quld have nothing 5 or 6 hours before the deadline 
T-dthout panicking.工 didn吐 like for something like that to happen, but some
times it did. • -

YOU STOPPED WORKING FOR THE FUiffiEAU AFTER TWO QUAKERS.'

Yes. Things ^jere getting pretty hectic, doing 3 cartoons a week and being a full- 
time student. I still enjoyed doing cartoons for the Flambeau but my grades were 
dropping s。I told them I couldnft do any rrore cartoons for a while. I wanted 
to take a quarter off and just relax and not have to worry about deadline^ 
Trying to d。3 cartoons a reek and g。to. school full-time nas juwt too much* 
While I「『as still doin^ cartoons for th-e Flambeau, a fellow Hi。was vTorkinj "there 
told mu that a new weekly paper, called the Capit-ol Canon, was starting and that 
they wanted me to do some cartoons for. them. But I didn do anything for them 
right away because I wanted to take a break from doing cartoons. After 工 had 
rested for a couple of morrthe, I called the people at the Capitol Canon up and 
found that they still wanted me to draw cartoons. Later, I went down to talk 
to the editors dnd they hired me.工 still liked to do editorial, cartoons. and - 
the people at the Canon gave, me a .more-or-less free hand and let 山电 go, anything。 

I wanted• The Canon was^-published weekly and I usually had 1 or 2 cartoons in 
each issue. On some occasions,七hey needed some illustrations for a.story and ■ 
工 did that 七o。, but mostily I 4revT--6ditrorial*cartooris. .

* * ■ ■ - ■ - ■ .■ •
工 vjorked for the Canon for about L months but had to stop because I had fallen ,
dangeriously behind in my homeworkf . I had several pTojects to complete for 叩
art class and 'in ord6r Wo do a good job on 七hem,工 had to stop everything else
and that included doing editorial cartoons. So 工 stopped doing cartoons for 
the Canon in the middle of July. After the Summer Quarter is over， I:ll be 
going back 七o Sanford, but when school starts in September and I come back to 
Tallahassee^ I!11 probably start workin? for the Canon again. But 工【m really not 
too sure - you see, IT11 be getting married in September and I111 need more



Most of the cartoons reproduced 
Capital Canon and Florida State 
which was done in 1968, for the

here are Marlette1s more recent 
Flambeau. The Exception is the 
Sanford Herald & is an example of

cartoons done for the 
Joe Sterling cartoon, 

Marlette's early work.



''MOW 3E you RESORT TO VIOLENCE!!"

"WHEN 1HE ACTION IS HOT, KEEP THE RHETORIC COOU'Lrichard nixon



''...•the.best definition of man is： urgrateful 
biped."—dostovevs^

'*! SHITDER TO THINK WHffT MIGHT HAPPEN IF PEOPLE 
WERE TO TAKE PEACE MD THEIR OWN HANDS!!"

IS OUR
強紹［1

''B TWE YOUTH OF AMERICA— I RKPgCT 
VOU2 lOgAUSM.工 SHARE VOUR CONCERN FOR PEACE- I 沁NT PEACH AS MUCH 応

YOU DO …“

"WE DON'T WANTM!"

“HoweveR.."
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money and if I can^ make enough dravdng cartoons, I may have to find a job
' somewhere else. 工〔d really hate to do that, because I enjoy doing editorial
• cartoons, but if itnecessary, I guess 工丨11 have to.

WHAT IS YOUR PROCEDU就 FOR DOING AN EDITORIAL CARTOON? DO YOU THINK ABOUT 
THE IDEA FOR A WHILE?

Yes, quite a while. First I think of a subject• Then I play around Kith that 
for a while until I come up with something, which I can make into a finished 
cartoon. Sometimes, this vnll take only minutes; other times, hours.

DO YOU HAVE ANY FAVORITE- CARTOONISTS?

•Ton bet. 1-^ interest lies all across the spectrum of cartooning, but for 
editorial cartoons, Pat Oliphant of the Denyer Post and Mike Wright•of the 
@2门i Neus are my favorites. For style arid the kind of- humor I like-, 
hard to beat. I have favorites in other areas of cartooning, tut itJs kind 
of difficult to compare P-t Oliphant to Charles Schultz, or 近ke bright to 
Franlc ^Frazetta. I also enjoy the work of the old Mad artists; J?ck Davis, 
Ually Wood and Mort Drucker. If I had to name an overall favorite, it uould 
probably be Mort Drucker. really good.

I SUPPOSE YOUR GOAR ARE EDITORIAL CAHT00NDI3 AMD POSS工BIZ SYI®ICATION? OR 
PEEHAPS SPORTS CARTOONS?

'No, not sports cartooning, not any more. I used to be real big on sports car- 
toons, but 工，闭 not as interested as I used to be. I think 工〔d like to do 
editorial cartoons though, at least- that! s 说hat I like to do right noi-y• Hou-

• ever,工 於11工必叱 rule anything out., because I!ve heard stories of guys uh。 

.wanted to 30 into illu str at ion and they ended up in comic strips and guys Nh。

"wanted to 30 into conic strips, who' ended up in illustration. 工，!m really 
interested, in all facets of cartooning, so I wouldn't eliminate anything. One 

■ thing 工〔d really like to do is be an.assistant to a comic strip @卢±2七 for a 
while. I think I!d really enjoy the experience and learn a lot.
incidcn-Ealiy, some of editorial cartoons have been picked up by other papers*. 
'Jhi工e 工 vas doing cartoons for The Flambeau, *they had a newspaper* exchange 
system going, "where they1 d send copies of the Flambeau to other college papers 

・ and in return, th切*d receive copies of these other newspapers. Sometimes^
■ one of these college papers would decide to reprint one of my cartoons. On 
other occasions^ an underground newspaper, like the Great Speckled, Bird, would 
somehow hold of one of my cartoons that they liked and would reprint it

“also. 'Nona of these papers ever asked for my permission, but I really didn〔t 
nirid ・ . ...

. 一^ • 一 ： * -

VJHAT ABOUT THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE? WILL YOU BE DOING MORE CARTO®TS?

VIell,工going to be mar ri ed in Sept ember and will need more money so I !11 
have to ge七 a job of some sort. 工【Quid like to do cartoons for .the Cr»non or 
the Flambeau but IT11 have to wee how everything works out.工！工工 graduate 
from FSU in June but at this point, Um not really sure what 1111 be doing.
GOOD LUCK! \

£

Thanks* *
w SO 01： THIS NOTE WE END THE E'ITEHVIEW WITH DOUG MARLETTE. HOPE YOU ENJOYED IT,



Ken Hsau工,the creator and artist of Bec Deaux Et Seis Amis, Has born on Septem
ber 5, 19bO, in ：；apian, Louisiana. As 2 boy, Ken bought and read all the coris 
he could get his hands on, but the EC Horror and Science—Fiction comics remained 
his favorites. the coming of the comics code and the demise of EC in 1955, 
Ken lost interest in.conics and gradually 七hr6M or gave apav most of hie comic?.. 
Then, in 工962, Ken attended the IJnivei-sity of Southern Louisiana, took several 
art courses and later decided to try to make, .a living aw a professional artist.. 
Because of the nostalgiac memories of comic books Ken had, it was only natural 
(2七 first) that he wanted to be a comic book artist」 It 了as. at this time 5之七 

Ken remember6d the wonderful ECs and the ezccellent art they contained. Un
fortunately, neither Ken or any of his boyhood chums had the fore sight to wave 
any ECw (or other old comics for that matter) and it seemed aw though Ken would 
never see ary of the old comics again. Even asking around, checking out leads,' 
and hunting in abandoned houses, Ken still was unable to.turn up any old comics.
He had ? couple of near successes though. One f ello-.r said'that he had a suit-' 
case, full of old comics (including Superman #1 and Batman #1)^ vihich he would • 
be 名工ad to give Ken free of charge. • However, upon investigating^ the friend 
found out that his parents had burned the comids about one year before^ Another - 
time, Ken heard ?,bout someone having an attic full of old comics, .but he. found 
that these had been sold several months previously, to neighborhood children for 
5« each. Despite these dis appoint m ent s Ken was still hopeful and in 196?, he 
noticed an article about comics fandom-and fan sines in Castle 0 f Fr anlcenst tin 
#11. This led to Ken1 s subscribing to the KBCC and his grappling i-dth the monu- 
mental 'task of rebuilding bis EC collection. At this^ point, Ken h?s，abouE 5cl 匕0?・

Early in 工966, Ken approached the editor of the local ireekly neHspaper^ the 
Kpplan Herald, nith the prospect of letting him do a week工了 comic 3trip -base* on 
old Louisiana legendc. Supri singly enou^h^- the editor decided to- ^ive the strip 
a urial "run and the comic strip entitled Louisiana Folklore made h, appe.^rarces. 
The strip, Sone entirgly by Men, too good arid was not continued. ' Then in
June of 1969, Ken decided he was now good enough to produce a quality comic “ 
strip and persuaded the editor of the Kaplan Herald to give him another chance. 
The strip was still called Louisiana Folklore and again it dealt with th-e serial
ised adaptations of old Louisiana legends. The first adaptation dealt vrith the 
exploits- of - an earl;r 19th century Louisiana trapper by，the name of： Bill ^bclley 
anc} lasted four'weeks. Ken both xwot.e- .and illustrated the strip,• nhile a friend 
of hiw, Ronnie J. Guidry, did the lettering. Although Louisiana Folklore 
both ucl工 xiritteh tod illustrated and seemed to be quite popular vlth the readers, 
i七 underr-jent a major overhaul as soon as the Bill Sedley episode t〕hs finished. 
The title Has changed to Bec Deaux Et Seis Amis (Bec Dean:: and his friends) and 
the mood of the strip changed from serious adventure to humor. Louisiana E。］】;- 

lore i，as revised because Kun ims about to start on another strip -for the Kaplan '* 
Herald (Bec Deau工 Et-Seis. Amis) and puldn" have had the time to do both stripe.



KEN fMAEMJX —- UOMEAUKBEC DOUX ET SESAMIS

BEC DOUX ETSESAMI5

Bec doux etses a/m/s £ARL COMEAUX



BEC DOUXETSES AMIS.
SCRIPT EARL COMEAUX 
ART： KENNETH MEAUX 
LETTERING RONNIE J. GUIDRY

each glass.

drink whiskey,
won't get worms::Do you know

KEN MMUX-URL COMEAUX

SON: Yousee, as weaid at achool, 一 
some water and then some whiskey.

PAW-PAW： "Yeah."
SON: And now I am qoinq to put a worm in

GUERR'CE VER DANS 
{WHISKEY EST
CREVEf. TUCONNAIS
QUOI CA MONTRE ?

SON： LooKT the worm 
in the whiskey 
died. P _ '
what that proves?

BEC DOUX ET SES AMIS
V HALkR? T*A5 J/V*V\IS
，ESSAd D' LA POUS5ER?

• TRANSLATION*

Bec Doux et ges mig KEN MEAUX ——EARL COMEAUX



BEC DOUX ET SES AMIS KEN MEAUX-EABL COMfAUX

TH/^5 FOR THE W0UND5•…

BEC DOUX ET SES AMIS

BEC DOUX ET SES AMIS
TU VAS PAS LA1SSED TA FEMME , 
SOQTIRj F如ID COMME I’FAIT/ 

「POUR COUPER DU B竺

yaj'RE AIOTGOING TO LETyOUR WIFE GO 0叮 
COLDM IT 15, TO CUT SOME WOOD? OF COURSE NOT

KEN MUUX4ML COMEAUX



BEC DOUX E7 SES A//dS X N MAU WRI COMiAW

，7'U A/at ruAT r nAA/'T / iuc，丁 IF I SEE IT OR SMELL IT, MY/T 5 NOT THAT T DON / LIKE ‘丁…. MOUTH WATERS and I DOMT LIKE
/V!- WHISKEY DILUTED /

BEC DOUX ET SES AMIS KEN MEAUI-iARL COMEAUX

BEC DOUX ET SES AMIS KEN MEAUX4ARL COMEAUX

COMME CA,2 JCR0WM5 J
TAVZ5 s DIT I'TECOUTAiT

GuA15MAIN,DE5F0IS 
I'FAUT FAI RE GA POUR 
AVOIR SON ATTENTION

w ■

人少

WHY DID YOU HIT HIM LI KE THAT? 
I THOUGHT YOU SAID HE 
Listened To you

YES, BUT SOMETIMES 工 HAVE 
TO DO THAT TO GET H£ 
Attention



While Louisiana Folklore “s popular^ it： was an adventure strip uhich appealed 
chiefly to men. Bec Deaux wuld appeal both to men and women and would have a 
double appeal, aw it would be writ七6n both in French and English. The older' 
people Tpuld get ?. kick oirt of reading a comic strip in French and those ^ho 
couldn^ read French could read the English translation. It ni^ht be best to 
note here； that through the centuriecr^ up until the 1920 k, many people in 
isolated r>j?ea§ of* Louisiana, spoke only French and refused to try to learn how 
to read and T-yrite in .iiglish. Their aiicesteps had been French ahd ：had passed 
their customs and the French language on to their children, undisturbed by 
outsiders. However, advancement in progress made it needssary for most of the 
French speaking Louisianans to learn English, and today only a'small number of 
Louisianans still speak French fluently. The decendants of the early French 
settlers who still speak Fi^ench *are called Cajuns and most of them live in a 
200 square mile area 疝ich starts about 工5。 miles 第st of New Orleans. Since 
Ken1 s hometoun of Kaplan is near the middle of "Cajun Inuisiana1^ a bi-liixr;ual 
comic strip as Bec Deau二・『70口1(3 be well received and would be especially popu
lar with the large French speaking segment of the population. For 七hat 
reason, 3ec Deau:: is bitten in both French and English#

One of the problems of doing a bi-lingual comic strip ie deciding where t。 

put the English translation. At the presentKon hasn】七 decided on a particu
lar way and uses 3 different variations、 The first consists of having the 
translation appear beneath the strip in a black box. The second has th© 
translation appear beneath the strip, but not in a black box. The third • 
variation entails having the UiglisX translation follow the body of French tert 
in the dialogue balloons. Of these three methods, the first (translation in 
blacl: bor) usually comes off looking best. :

The main character in1 Bec Depir: Et Seis Imis ir Bec Deau：二,a middle-aged, 
French, speakin? rice farmer. He has a not-too-bri^htbrId-headed friend 
named Zirable, a large family and several other friends, most of Rhcm never 
make more than a couple of cameo appearances.

<• ■ 4- ' '■ -
The strip，ie' written by ；2arl Commeaux, a 工oc。工 French teacherr while Kori 
supplies the art and docs most of the lettering* Bec Dean:: is now in hiw 62th 
week and Xen is attempting to sell the strip to other area newspapers. Be
sides the Iier?.ld> Eec Dean:: appears in tuo other Louisiana newspapers.
Each paper uhich carries Bec Deau:: pays Ken $8.0。per month, $5・C0 of which 
he keeps and 53・O° uhich he gives to x-rriter^ 2-ttI Commeau::.

Besides worlzin^ on Bec Deauz:, Ken has found time *to do Wbrk for fanzines^ and 
hat had strips printed in Titan Comics #3, L, 5 Z 6・ lie has also done work 
for Anomoly5 Differo^a flying sa.uceF magazine and One Step Beyond— Incident- 
allyT""羽运飞our Louisiana Folklore episodes rath Bill Sedley Here reprinted in 
Titan Copies )5'and 6.

• • . - * .
Ken worts as a photographer in his father !r stu dio and, for the pre sent 5 is' a 
cartoonist' on the side. At one time he 丁百$ an amateur magician (a good one) 
and still puts on a show every once in a while. He is married, has a- 
beautiful uife (Stella) and tijo children' and Kevin). His ambition 
is to ^et .a strip going with a major syndicate.

—4 t_ •



；.107 COMIC, STRIPS ・.

Friday Foster - by Jim Laurence and Jcr^e Longaron - Chicago Tribune-Mew York 
Ne?Ts Syndicate - daily and Sunday - released January 18, 1970.

Friday Foster 土& a soap opera-adventure sort of story about a poor, but beauti
ful black girl, "who works as a camera bunny in a Harien night club. Though she 
comew from the slums, she drearns of one day being a success in the jla：nerous 
world of High FKEhion Photograph；^. by 工nek, she gets a job as .assistant
to up and cominj fashion photograph er, Shawn Morth, (white), and iw able to get 
a little closer to achieving her dreams.

Half-Hit ch — by Hank Ketchara 一 Xing Features Syndicate - released February 16, 
工夕7。一- daily and Sunday.

Half-Hi-tch is the latest .brainstorm of cartoonist Hank Ketcham, Rh。for years 
haw given us Dennis the IQnace. HalTCIitch, the title character, iw billed 3s 
the J1 smallest gob in the 百zvy", but • while he may be short in stature, he makes 
up for it by being a slanging ladies1 man. Hitch * s good buddy and fellow sailor 
is a big, dumb looking guy named Zanickiy uho is a little short on brains but 
intensely loyal to Hitch. Chief Petty Officer Grommet is the man most responsi
ble for making HitchTs shipboard life miserable.•..he assigns Hitch to KP, 
makes sure he. swabs the desk and generally7, makes, it a point to see that Hitch 
stays busy. z

Other characters include Chaplain Charlie, the fat but jovial whip chaplain; 
Captain Carrick, the rulebook minded skipper; McGraw, the ship bully and Poopsis, 
Hitchfe tallying sea gu工工,uho tosses insuits out at the appropriate times, but 
knous T?hQn to keep liis mouth shut. Plotvri.se,.Hitch isnrt too bad. At sea 
the ar包written around seme aspect of sea- life which involves Hitch and some 
of the other characters• On land, it!s.Hitch and Zawaki, as Hitch wants to 
pursue the closest examples of feminine pulchritude^ vzhile Zawacki is willing 
to settle for a hamburger (like Mom used to make) or go bowling. Overall, 
Half Hitch isn!t too bad, but uh-en you boil- it doim,, it1 s little more than a 
Beetle Bai工ey a/b sea# And I like Beetle Bailey better.

Conchy - by James Childress ~ Childrens Syndicate - released March 2,工97c - 
Gaily e::cep± Sunday

Sometime「go, a felloa named James Childress had a great idea for a new comic 
•strip v;hich he felt uould go over big. So he did 6 weeks continuity and sent 
it around to all the syndicates. But, none of them accepted it and although 
one syndicate kept ■ it' "severat'.months before sending it back, the syndicate 
'felt that the strip just didn'七 have i^hat. it" takes to be a success. UhdcUirrted, 
James decided to go ahead and form his own syndicate and show the others that 
it could be a successful strip. The strip was Conchy, and at the present itT s 
one of the best humor strips making th牛 rounds. The setting is a sunny tropic 
island in the Pacific, complete i?ith beachcombers - (Conchy and his friends), a 
•tribe of natives^ fish and sand fleaw. Conchy could best be described 円s an 
all-around nice guy・ Patch and Duff are twins (men) ^ho live in a cave 2nd 
Bug and Oom Paul fill out the cast as the remaining beachcombers. For those 
interested in seeing what Conchy looks like, the strip appears in the Nashville 
Temessean, 1100 Broad Streety UashvillG, Tennessee 37202)and a sample copy 
can be had for 100r

一4上一



Lancelot - by Pranlc "Penn" liidgewry and Pcul Coker, Jr. - NEA Syndicate - 
released 1 larch 16, 197。- daily except Sunday (；fote: A Sunday strip for 
Lancelot iw scheduled 七。start in September,丄$7。・)

:ben NEA dropped Robin Malone out of their comic strip lineup, they needed 
a replacement. • Lancelot was that replacements Basically： the strip is ?_ 
situation-comedy sort of thing about Lancelot, a young, newlywed husband 
and Lori, his h^pp?.^but. sometimes puzzled bride. 工七丨3 somewhat interest
ing 七o note that Frank ,,Penn,, Ridgeway, the writer for Lancelot^ is alw。 

an artist and is currently drawing the iir. Abernathy strip. The strip 
artirt, Paul Coker, Jr., is someuhat famous as well and has been doing 1Tork 
for -ad I-fagazine. But, hott that he，s doing Lancelot, he probably wonJt have 
too much time to do stuff for Had. •

Broom Hilda 一 by Huss ifyers - Chicago Tribune-Nei-r Zork rlews Syndicate - 
releasecTTpril 20, 1970 〜daily and Sunday.

Broom Hilda is one of the funniest new strips around and features more of a; 
slapstick kind of., humor, rather than the soFhi.sticatad style of humor in 
Conchy. Brpon Hilda is a witch. Oh, but not jus七 an 'ordinary witch. She^ 
a ci^ar smoking；? man chasing, fat, old, dumpy (but extremely cheerful and 
gocx? ncturod) type of Tiitch.. 3heTs not a uitch in that she13 not evil, but 
because she looks like one, has a rnagic wan'd and rides around on a broom. 
The strip has to be seen to be appreciated. . Other characters in Rroom Hilda 
include Gaylord, the most harmless and innocent looking vulture in e:rf.utence 
and Irvin, a happy, harmless troll (he lives under troll bridge) -ho looks 
more like a shaggy dog on two feet. And hov; could ve. forget the Greber? 
uho lives in a hollou log and as of this vrLting, has yet to come out of the 
log. Greber makes his living by giving out "high qualityn insults to all 
who pass lithin shouting range of his log. All in all. Broom Hilda is a 
very funny strip.

Middle Class Animals - by Hugh Laidman - :icNaught Syndicate - released I lay 13, 
1970~- daily except Sunday.

Middle Class Jinimals is a new comic strip by Hugh Lridman, which features the 
Jiuniorous antics 。工 African jungle animals. These animals, through their 
actions and thoughts, are supposed to represent a humorous look at life in 
iS.ddle Class America. Hugh Laidman spent several year? in Africa sketching 
the e::otic animals uho now inhabit his strip. The result of these years of ' 
sketching animals^ (in Africa) is th&t the animals are among, the most? … 
realistic 工〔ve ever seen. . The drawings themselves. ?re so beautiful and 
realistic that you can spend hours alone, jus七 looking at thenii ~

Quincy 一 by Ed Shearer - King Features Sjrndicate - released July 13, 197。一 

daily e::cep-b Sunday.

Quincy is a strip about a small Negro boy who is growing up in the "Inner 
e工ums and is about the i•把y he ez^)eri^nces life. Quincy is not a 一 

day-to-day adventure type of strip 3nd could best be described" ............. - • ■ -
"humorous look at life as icen through the eyew of a small 二egro boyn. *

一4,-



ODDS NID END?

•Concerning Bob Jennins1 s method of placing a ruler parallel to daily strips and， 
。七earing them ,out of the paper". ''hile this method is :^工贮工丁 for daily strips, 
工 find it uorke better for Sunday strips. Thrt iw, if you don1u get careless 
and botch up 七 he job. You111 need :：o 门 ethi 门 g larger than 尸 ruler. Hot-ever; .either 
a long, .thin board or yardstick will do. If y6u con find a long, narr5r piece 
of plate glass or apiocs q£ trpneparent plastic，五th a straight edge, thir i,? 
even better. 二hen you cen accurately adjust the between the strips wo
you uon^ tear them in the Krong places, leaving uneven Kargins, -one people . 
have found ^raftsmen1s T-Squares ideal for their purposer, however, these Are 
fairly ezrpensive. The advantages of cutting Sunday strips in this manner rie ' 
(1) it is extremely fast and(2)it leaves a perfect strnight edge 7nd not a 
crooked edge as cut七ing with scissors T：ould do.

On the display of daily strip?^ 工〔ve found thcit mow七 office supply stores hancle 
clear, •transparent, plastic folders ?hich ave idecil for holding strips. These 
folders Ke mnde for loose leaf notebooks, measure 8-s 工 工工,and have a sheet of 
coarse black paper in them. These folders are ideal for b column vride strips 
and 厶 strips can be placed on each side of the folder or 8 per folder. The 
coarse black paper keeps the strips from slipping, so glueing isnft necessary. 
工七 also provider? a nice background, especially if you 'collect color aailys. 
Houevci^ if you feel you must glue, us© just .a dab, a little in the upper center
of the strip (see illustration). This' 
“ill be enough to hold the strip in and 
if yon use a.- small amdunt of glue, you 
vtouIg have no .trouble steaming the 
s七：？ips off uhen you 口iwh to trade them. 
To c-t'termine• Iiqu. -much glue you need to 
holo each strip in place, get some 
strips you dorJ七 collect and practice 
on. uhem. Glue the strips the top 
center of the strip using just a dab of 
glue. <oep gluein^ these to paper T.dth 
less rnd less glue each time, shaking 
the sheet of black paper to see if you 
can shake the strip of:?; .If you can 九.you aren't' using enough glue. Don't over
do it anC use too much glue, however. The nice adyantege to? this，method is that 
it gives you the. Ecrcipbook. appearance^ yet totally protects your strips from the 
air. Also, it is quite ine?:pensive. s' the folders cost 1。^ each (Often Large 
department stores Hill s.ell the folders for 89c ^or a package of 12 during the 
September back-to-school specials). Cne last advantage 'of this -method is that 
you oan put the folder? in a b。二 and take individual folders out whenever you ' 
■［点sh too, or cah put them in ..a Notebook . Thus you have." good display system：for 
your strips at a maximum price of 珠« ' strip. .4^一

And regarding having comic strips bound, conies this bit of information from Gl'en
Johnson： •
咂f-5 JX MOIFITW: Recently I experimented，4th a process called MT-^ or dry 
inSHEHHJT~The material is nil ch like co'mmon ordinary waxed paper found in- a 
kitchen. This material is placed between two Sunday pages of Tarzan, for e::- 
2mpie, and beneath a dry mount, and th巳 paper liquiTies 飞nd the trzo Tarzan 
pages are permanently back to back. Eventuallyy I hope to do this 】ath a工工 of
:use Manning! 3 £unda? Tar san pages end then have them bound. n



ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATQI

St. Louiw Post-Dispatch.. 
1133 Franlclin Avenue 一 

St. Louis, HisgQuri.63101

Back issues: 1 year baric

Mo. Ark・ & Ill. All other Stites
1 year.....$18.00..............^2b.00
6 months.. •，》9,00..............$12.00
3 months.・•$ Z・5。.........$ 6.CO
1 month... •............ .............. .. ..........
1 copy......... $ .10.............. $ .10

COLOR COMICS 
h Column Strips

Andy Capp 
B. C.
Beetle Bailey 
Blondie
Friday.Foster 
Hi + Lois 
Redeye
Sally Bananas
Tiger

colcr coms
2 Ooiunm 'Panels (Contr d) 
Foster Fenvri.ck一 

Grin and Be” It 
Hrzel 
Little WOraan 
Ponytail 
Tell Tt Like It Is 
The Girls ，

gLACK 邮卬 WKLEE 
5 sEr£^7

ALOR COIJICS
2 Colm Panels

Buz Shyer
Juliet Jones
LiJ 1 -ilbner

Alumnae Pogo
Amy Rex Morgan 1@)
Big George 
Citizen Smith '

■ Steve Snyon 
• • -Steve Roper 
,,Wizard of Id

BXACK AM)「JH工 TE 上 

2 Column Strips

Archie

The St. Louis Post-Di spat ch has 20 
color strips and 9 black and 响士七危 

strips. The color printing is uw- 
ually e::cellent; however, on S.?tur- 
days, it isnlt always good md some- 
times the strip- ^eem to come out in 
shades of pink. Another Problem. 
The black and vriiite strips are on 
the back of the page that the color 
strips are on, thus necessitating 
a choice between collecting black 

jiridjHiite or color stripe• 工n- 
cidentally, the mtes listed above 
are the d^ily rates 「nd don〔t in- ' 
cluae the Sunday edition (i：hich has 
very 工国丁 pages -.nd lots of ads).

To day
303 Forrest Avenue - 
Cocoa, Fla. 32922

B7: issues: Hot certain, 
inquire

TODAY
…-■ … Ala. 5。Stat68------ -  •

1 year……・$37.20 
6 months ・•••・ $18.60 
3 months......... $ 9.3。

1 month........... $ 3.10
工 copy..............$ •工5

yOLOA COMICS 
h Column~5trips

Captain Kate 
Dateline Dwcger 
Dotty
Half Hitch 
Jrckwon Txnn? 
Kerry Drake 
Mmcirnkc 
Miss Pe-^ch

,0L0二 COlilCS BLACK AND 17HlTE
上把型四•户「巩二2印七〔d) chrrmichael (1 'ol.)
Pogo. Letters to God (2 Col.)
Redeye •

Today's color printing has improved 
in the last three months, and is 
almost as good as the Digpatch1?. 
VJhile the Dispatch has rich〉deep, 
solid colors. Today currentljr car- 
riew 18 color comic strips and the 
sub. rctes do not include the 
Sunday edition.

Queenie

Steve Roper
Tiger
COIDii COMICS
2 lolumn Pmeis

Brother Juniper 
H^zel .
Mr. Mum
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ALL 5。St Hew
ASBUnr PARK SUNDAY PRESS

Asbur;r Park Presjkc*. . • 8. Pages 1 year、、・•・ ..$9.75
/Lsbur:r ,「• J.・ 0.7712 . • . Ho ads 6 months... ..S6.05

,Repro: 3 3 monthc... ...33.30
Eack issiw 工 back. • —• .Paper: 3 1 month・・・・ d.is
Price varies^ .inqjjire.>.- . 1 copy......... .30

1/2 > ：?

Blondie
II Viberts
2rInce Vnliant 
Steve Canyon* 
Tarzan

1/3 ??we

-‘rchie
Beetle' Bailey 
Henry 於
Ri + Loi^

，3. Page (corit id) 
Life1 s Like Th〉七： 

Li!l Abner 
Little Iodine^- 
Louie

1 copy............ $ -20

M【、rk Trail .
Mutt'+ Jeff
Ncncy ^ 
Our New Age 
Peanute 
Snuffy Smith 
They 口工 Do It 
Uncle 2emus*

The Anbury Park Sund^;/ Press ij a very 
dependable paper T：hich car二土cs, the 
snfne cornics ：7cek after iri±h no 、 

change in format or strip size. Prioi’ 
to August 23, 1970, the Sunday; Press 
added 2 couple of new strips ?nd 
dropped 尸 few old onew. Strips ，h±ch 
were just recently added, are starred. 
The Sunday Press used to cr.rry Prince 
Valiant at full page, but since the 
change haE carried 土七 (and idll con
tinue to do so)尸七 1/2 page.

Clarksburg Publishing Co.
P・ 0. Boz： 586
Clarksburg, IT. Va. 26301

Back issues: 3 months
Br.ck issues at 20c ewch・

CLARKSEUHG EXMOE田"-TELEGRAM
—AH 5。St&tes

12 pages 1 year .77..77^10. UO
0-1/2 ads 6 months・・・••$5•20
Repro： 3 3 months.・・•・$2・6O・
Paper： 3..................................1 叩琪h・・・•♦•$ .87

1/2

Blondie
Brick Bradford 
Brin? Up F.-ther 
Bick Tracy 
Donald Duck 
Flash Gordon 
Half intch .… 
Juliet J9new .
L. Orplmn Annie 
1-iandralce 
Peanuts 
Prince Valiant 
Out Our Hay - 
Snuffy Smith

工/3 Rage

ArcliL^ ,・・, 
Beetle, Briley 
Boner1s Ark

....o-............
Hi + Loip

..Hubert
--Joc -Palooka

Kwtzenjammer Kids•
ffickey Mouse
Popeye ，
Oipley1s ^
Tarzan
Tiger
Tim Tylerjs Luck 
lincle Ramus

The Clarksburg E::ponent-Telegram 
carries ceveml rarely soeh strips 
。七 1/2 page size. However, there 
is a problem。 About 6 土tries ? 
year, the paper carries a 1/2 
ad. To squee?；e■ -the • 1/2 page nd in> 
3 1/2 page strips rre reduced to 
1/3 page by having the top rou of 
panels cut off. The strips that 

------日re reducexi are selected on a random 
basis, so that you !11 never kno］：T 
'Wiiich strips will be reduced when 
this paper carries an ad・ All you 
can do ic hope that it isnit one of 
the .strips you collect• Since any 
。工 the 1/2- page strips may be re
duced^' there imsnit much point in 
having a 1/2-1/3 pag。 listing, since 
such a listing wuldn!t be dependable.



CLL1ARWATER SUN
• ■'

…一•....■ 3 s
P・ 0 • Box - iil9 • • • …• 一：。ads
Clearwater • Fla. 3剪工7 — Repro:厶

..... • : 、 Paper: 3
Back issuer;.1-month • •
Ba.ck. issues - at *20^  each•

• : Paper; 3 “ 1 njonth........... $l.hO
Back issues: 2 years back- 1 copy............. $ ・3S
at 35c each.

二 ^All.,.^0 States
1 year........... $7 ・80
6 months.....$3.90

- 3 months.....$2.CO
1 month•・•••・：一——

1 copy.........・・$ .20

Buz St夕er 
Dick Tracy 
Donald Duck 
Henry
L・ Orphan Annie 
Peanuts
Prince Valiant 
Terry + Pir.
They111 Do It

丄/2 Page 工/3 P?Me

Beetle B=iley 
Blondie 
Gasoline Alley 
Hubert
LUI Atner 
Mickey 昧use 
Phanton 
Scamp
Snuffy.Smith 
Uncle Remus

The Clearwater Sun has a nice • 
variety of 1/2 page strips At a 
loir price. Printing is usual丄7 
very good and .the .comic section is 
very stable. Twice, in the last 
year, the Sun has carried a 1/2 
page 3d and to make room for it〉 

would drop one of the 1/2 page 
strips, usually either Henry 0r 
They111 Do It. However, the Sun 
hasn1^ carried rn ad for the -last- 
5 months, so perhapsthey i?on!t. 
do it again.

， FORT LA—DA— NEVJS & SUN SENTINEL
—Al工 5。States.

Gore 二e下疋papers Co, 12 Pages . 1 year.. •. •. /$18.20
P・ 0. Bo:: 131' O-lJg ads 6 months..• • .$9.10
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33302 Repro: L 3 months......... $厶・55

l/2Page

Dick Tracy ' 
Pennuts 
lerry + Pir・

"3 P*e  (CorrtJd) 
Mr. Abernathy 
Pattern P^rty

Periodic(Corrb」d)
-—Berry ^s-V/orl-a^So^)-------

Andy. Capp ….

Fha叫 om 
Pon；/tail 

.Redeye 二 _ •. J
・「Ripley
• • .Small -Society
… .S milin1 Jack

Be etle BaLloy,, 
Brenda,Starr 
Broom Hilda 
Don di
Gasoline Alley 
Half Hitch .
Juliet Jon兆 

L?ugh-Tn 
Lolly •.......
Moon
Moose

• Smitty <
Tiger
Trudy

Irregular Sizes

Born Loser (8。％) 

； .；ek ?： Meek (80^)
—，…ShoM Ribs (30%)-

.Note: Berry1 s World, Born Loser, 
Eek & Meek and Short Mbs are all 
3/b page strips which are all 
dropped T：hun there is heavy Ed- 

. vertising and are reinstated, when 
there is little, or no advertising.

丿 L. . -； \ ；•. -

L. Orphan Annie (85[)
Lil Abner - -
Periodic

■ - Eb 2 Flo (9QZ) 
Henry (90%) 
Pixies (7。％)

Othervi^e,. the &jn.-«Sentiu-el is a 
fairly stable papery which has 
pretty good printing*  pnd carries 
2 couple of rarely seen but en-' 
joyable strips. Occasionallj^  ̂
they will carry 品 odd-sized nd 
and 七his accounts for the irregu
lar size strips.

1/3 P■君'♦.；



Olarion-Ledger.
Jackson Dpily 二旭一若.

P. 0. Box LO ..
311 二.Pearl St.丨二.

Jmckson, iiiss. 39aoM

CLABICI'J-LEEGER AND JACKSON DAIL! NEWS
• In IHss. \11 Other States

16 pages 1 year♦•・ ..$10.So.. ......... $13 JQ
0-2/3 ads 6 months. .•$ 5・g°・. ・.・・・3 6・7。

Mepro： l-L 3 months. ・•$ 2・7°・・ ......... $ 3・35
Paper: L 1 month・・

1 copy.・•
.90..

・・*：) • Lj.u»«
......... $1.15
♦・•・・$ •力0

Bad: issues: 1 month 
back at 1必 ench

1/2

Bring Up Father 
Dick〕Yacy

1/3 Page

Apart. 3Y1 
Beetle Bailey 
Blondie
Erenda Starr
Buz Savyer 

-.Carnival .
Jennis
Plintstone?
Heloise
Our Boarding House 
Pogo
Redeye
Rex Morgan
Smitty
Snuffy Smith ” …' 
Steve Canyon
Winky Ryatt 
Winnie VJinlzle
Winthrop 
Hizard of Id 
Uncle Remus

l/li %Ne

Little Iodine

工七 is unfortunate thet the Clarion- 
Ledger sometimes Ivie about the vorst 
color printing imeginable. A± its 
best, the coloring iw quite good, but 
most of the time the coloring is dull 
ir. appearance, and p七 the worst every
thing wcemw to be printed in shades 
of ouangish-green. Also, the people 
at- the paper like to• pl^y around uith 
strip sizes nd this accounts for the 
12rge number of 1/2-1/3 page strips. 
Also, the-paper occasionaliy carries 
an ad and a couple of 1/2 page strips 
血1工 be; reduced to 1/3 page to make 
room for the ad・ For its price, the 
G-L is a good paper to order, but a 
lot depends on nhat you think of the 
coloring? which is half decent most 
of the time. One more badpoint： 
soiTietimes---they- don rt leave 闩 margin 
between strips.

SAN『 RAN CIS CO EXAMINER AND CHROg工 CLE

San Francisco news
paper Printing Co* 
860 Hott nr d Street 
San Francisco, Calif, 
弘103

8 reg. pages Cal・,Nev・ I Ore. All Other Qtatis
8 tab. pages 1 ear; ••_・・_»工9・。。・$23，p。

0-2 ads ° 6 moiths・・・S 9.5。.........Ih TO
Repro: 2一3 3 rnonth 5・.・卞 7・ U0
Paper: 3 1 cop/.........；・*................ 3 ・85

Back issues: 3 months back 
at high prices ($0.85 - $l・90)

然工?能工1 1/3 Page
Prince Valiant

1/2 P館 e

Blondie

Andy Capp
Boner Ark
Bring Up. Father
Heloise
Let Is Sew

"3 Pn”(Cont ⑹ 
Li Q Abner 
Fhantorn

二二 ilorgan
Steve Canyon

工/lPage
Beetle Bailey 
工/3-1/U Page
Hi + Lois(w初 
Archie ?9。％)

Juliet Jones (90g)

Li11 Abner 
L・ Orphan Annie

1/2-1/3 page

B.C. (92%)
Big Ben Bolt (88%) 
Gasoline Alley ⑹品) 

Judge Parker (92^) 
Kerry Lirake (92；y) 
Mery Worth (83；Q 
Kory Perkins (3^) 
啦ws Peach (92%)
Hr. ■'bernathy (88 ：) 
N0cy (88[).' 
Peanuts (80^) 
Steve toper (92,a)



San Francisco Examiner and Chronicle (Cont ⑹

工r「e;u工員l Sizes
二Qf Hitch (70%) 
Fu££了 Jmith (70；)

Full-prje T尸bloic
Dennis
Dick Tracy
E；nnr『 Lou

Gordo ...
Peanuts
Steve 2opeY ,

Half ■”?(? .Tcbloid 
因ed'Bassett 
3rin \tnd *Bc.pi It 
ilisw -Pe?eh 
Short .Ribs
Pei?WC；ie '
Buz Saryer (60%) 
Ronald Duck (50,3) 
Little lodixie(20?)
Tiger (W)

At times the 3?：2miner-31ii"onicl^ 
has some very poo：, printing in . 
which the colors seem to run to
gether. Then, too, the amount 
of ad space v^riee radically from 
issue to issue the result 
iw a large number of periodic and 
1/3-1/L page strips. Hovever,' 
the paper does havo ? very stable 
Tabloid section (sr»ine comics^ 
no ads) ano the paper does cprr'r 
Prince at 2/3 page.

H'SHLIGTOR POST

Hpshin^ton Poet 
1515 L WtrceG，二. 

iJrshin^ton, .)•「；・ 20005

issues: 3 nonth^ back 
at 35夕per irsue.

16 pages 
0-1与 其s 
Repros 5 
P.?per:厶

In DC• Md. '士 V>・ 11 other Stater

6 months......... ：： 9・25p........... .$13.00
3 uionth^*... .$ 5.00...............3 7.^0
1 aonth. 2.00................  3.00
1 copy............. $ .35............... $ .35

1/2 Page
Blondie 
Dropout? 
Peanuts
Prince Valiant

1/3
•ndy C?.pp 

Apt. 3-G 
Bi,j George * 
Boner I s，irk， 
Brenda Starr 
Broom Jiloa 
Dick Tracy 
Dunigan1s People 
Fem」nan 
Flintstones 
Grin and Baar It 
rialT Hitch 
Joe P^looka 
LUI Abner 
iferk Trail 
Hoo二 llnlli.is. 
Nancy ,
Penn;/ 
Phantom 
2e; . Q

1/3 Ifu (〕ont；G)

Hipl^y,s .—..............
Smitty
Steve ...
Steve Roper
Versus
Wimiie Y/inkle

1/3-1/b Peg6
Archie"(山3)
DonaL二 buck (56,?)
Henry (^2.1)
little Iodine (3?,)
Snuffj Smith (83?)

工/2： T?bloid

Gasoline fklle7

Irregular Sizes E— —”, ・■ . . .....-

Dennis (3。；)

Judge Parker (36 ；) 
L. Orphan Annie (36了)

Mary Worth (；笫紛

Periodic^ Suripr

Kptzenjamner Mie's (6h；Z) 
little Joe (20,；)

........little Kin- (6。乃 
1七・Mum (22奶 

Popeye(2h,：) ■*
Smoky Stover (36；；). .

The Washington Post am Tiuies- 
Picayune have the best color 
printing of all the papers in， 
this listing — The Post € ■'Pries 
w \riLde variety of straps, and it 
also .carries (unfortunately) a 
idde v^rietjr* of adE. Hottsvct, 
the port naiia.^es to• naintaiii 2 
fairly stable comic section,.• 
through the use of. periodic 
strips. Whenever there is 。 

large amount of advertising^ 
some or o? the periodic 
strips ore not carried, but are 
reinetp.ted -hen the nmou口七 o].. 
aavertising is less. The ?o?t 

alternates - couple of 
strips back ano forth betwen 
1/3 ano 1/h page.

乐”



KEY WEST CITIZEN -……一… 

"― ' All 50 States
Key Citizen ' 
P. 0. Bos: 1120 
515 Greene Street 
Key T%st, Fla. 33。*。

-FF訪F二.二77Mo.bo 
5・2O 
2.60 

.90 
• 20

Back issues: 1 year back 
at. 20c dch.

…8 -pNges
No ads 6 months.
Repro： h 3 months.
Paper: 3 1 month..

1 copy.・・

1/2

beetle Bailey 
Kerry Dr dee 
Mpry ^Torth

工/J FT

Alle：f Oop 
Berry13 i Jorld

' Born Loser 
Bugs Bunny'
..> Easy

1/3 Pcge （CoirtJC） 
Carnival

一•曲k i Meek
Freckles
Half Hitch
Lane elot
Our Boarding House
Out Our '：?y
Polly^s. Po int er w
Pricilla* s Pop

,Short Ribs
Steve Roper
Tom Trick
Up Anchor
Winthrop.

The Key West Citizen has quite ? 
few of the NEA strips「hich are 
seen chiefly in small-tovm papers. 
It haw a stable comic s section and 
carries a lot of old favorites. 
Until September 13, the Citizen 
ccrrieC Writ Scott!s Little People 
but droppec it in favor of the Sun
day Lancelot strip uhich had just 
been started. Hie paper has 
2bove ave「cge color printing, 7nd 
overall, it it a pretty good paper.

TDIES-P 工 CAYUNE
iliws.乙 La, All other Qtries

Older： $5

Tines-Pica^zune 
3800 Howard Ave

10 Pages 
0-1 2/3 ads 1 year・・・。;$工3・8O.. ...$15.60

New Orleans, La. 7。工厶。 Repro： 5 
P叩er: h

6 months••・$♦ 6• 90・・
3 months.・・$ 3・hS・・

...$ 7.30
…$ 3.9。

Back* issues: 1 year back. 
1 month old: UO©

1 moirt/h • 0 • • q 工.1n • •
1 CO工二..... $ ・35・e

・・・$ 1.30 
• ••3 .ho

1/2 PRe 1/3 P”e UontJd） 1/2 - "3 Pyc

Dick Tracy
Prince Valiant

l/3P£ge

Alley Oop 
And? Opp 
Beetle 3ailey 
Blondie 
Brenda Sterr 
Capt； Easy 
Den di
Gasoline Alley

Judge Parker 
Li11 Abner .
L. Orphan Annie 
M?ry Perkins.
Nancy
Peanuts
Pogo
Rex 近rgan •
Snuffy Smith
Steve Roper 
Winnie Winkle
Periodic

Dennis （20%）
Hi + Lois（25；） 
Mary 1 Jorth（25%） 
Steve Onyon（3。；）

A nice paper which has "'bout the best
color printing I^e eeen. Unfortunate- 
ly, when the paper carries more than 
~ 1/2 page3 of ads,they reduce 
couple of 1/3 page strips to 1/6 page. 
七?£口工・ This used to happen about 6 
times ? year, but hasnit in the last

1

Off The Record （600）

3 months, wo maybe itk a thing of 
Ebe past. If 七卜。了 continue to use 
1/6 page strips, the collector can 
solve Ehe problem by trading, or by 
getting another paper.
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that way«



Last minute news and developments： A few things have happened s i nee 
the stenc i 1 s were cut and this i ssue was pr i nted ( there was a delay), 
so some thi ngs need to be updated.

F i rst, Graphic Story Magaz i ne #11 ( the Will Gould i ssue) and Funny- 
wor1d #12 are both sold out. Graph i c Story Magaz i ne #13 i s out now, 
but has 1i tt1e to do wi th strips. Ditto Funnywor1d #13. However, 
both are excel 1 ent magazines and are worth any fans money.

Jim Ivey (561 Ob i spo Ave., Oriando, Fla. 32807), i s putt i ng out an 
offset magaz i ne wh i ch will try to cover the field of cartooni ng. 
Ivey himself, i s a professional cartoonist, so the magazine should 
be qu i te good. The magaz i ne i s called cARToon and will be publi sh
ed quart! er 1 y. The f i rst i ssue will cost $'l .00 and i s due out i n 
February, 197 K

The Cap i tai Canon has gone out of bus i ness.

Changes i n strip 1i st i ngs: Sunday Strips. The Key West Citi zen 
has dropped two | page strips (Kerry Drake and Mary Worth) and has 
added two *.page strips (The Phantom and Astrology). Daily changes. 
The St. Lou i s Post-Di spatch has dropped Fr i day Foster and has 
changed Wizard of Id from a 5 column B1 ack and White strip to a 
4 column strip. The L i11 Abner strip was dropped ad replaced by 
Miss Peach, a 5 column Bl ack and White strip. Panels: The Post- 
Di spatch dropped Citi zen Smith and added 2 new panels, Iffy and 
Shadow Mi sch i ef. Both of these are i n color.

Wor1d of Comic Art hes publi shed 2 more i ssues: #8(NEA Revi s i ted) 
and number 9 (Frank 0!Neal 1s Short Ribs).

Capta i n George1s Comi c Wor1d has now publi shed 45 i ssues (many of 
which repr i nt old comi c stri ps). Com i c World i s sold only i n sets 
of 10 (1-10, 11-20 etc...) and the i ssues 1-10 are sold out.

F rom Magg i e Thompson comas this bit of i nformat ion on the stor i ng of 
da i1y strips....
If you col 1ect comic strips i n quant i ty, you 1ve probably been real - 
iz ing just how much of a storage problem you!ve g i ven yourself.

A Sears check file (you know--for f i1i ng bank checks, with 8+ XI1 
base or siightly 1arger so that 1etters can 1ie flat) will hold 
2050 daily strips per drawer. That1s 1oosely filled. If you cram 
them i n, you can manage another 500. Wi th 1oose f i1i ng, you can 
take care of 6】，5OO da i1y strips with one c； thei r 30-drawer jobs.

Now, realize that the str.must be the size of current comics; old 
large ones and for i egn str < ps won11 fit. We wrap the strips i n 
Saran Wrap i n manageable bunches. Thus the strips are protected 
from 1ight and air. When we want to read them, we pul 1 out the 
batch i n question and read--then repackage and ref i1e. The 8X10 
X 4" model costs $3.59 and has the Sears catalog number of 3A-634G.

The pr i ce of Specials Seri es i s $1.00 i nstead of 60c as stated i n the 
ed i tor i a1, due to rising product ion costs(otherwi se I would 1ose 25。 
on every i ssue I sol d). For those who wish extra copies of the off-
set artwork i n thi s i ssue (10 pages), the pr ice i s 25c per set.


